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Executive Summary
Serious shortcomings in South Africa’s statutory
compensation system for occupational lung disease
suffered by mineworkers and former mineworkers
demand immediate remedial action. Silicosis and
tuberculosis rates in current mineworkers are among the
highest in the world. These diseases also affect former
workers and their families throughout South Africa
and nearby, labor-sending countries. However, only a
minority of those entitled to compensation according
to South African law receives statutory payouts. The
deficiencies of the system arise from both the inadequate
substance and the weak implementation of the statute
governing compensation. This paper seeks to offer
suggestions for compensation policy reform, drawn from
a comparative analysis of relevant practices in select
countries around the world with similar issues pertaining
to mining and health justice.
The Introduction provides an overview of the current
situation by briefly describing the history of mining in
South Africa, the laws governing compensation—in
particular, the Occupational Diseases in Mines and Works

Act (ODIMWA)—and the heavy public health burden
of silicosis and tuberculosis in southern Africa, which
interacts with the region’s HIV/AIDS epidemic. The
Methodology & Framework section describes the paper’s
comparative approach. The Comparative Analysis section
is then divided into six parts; in each part, the paper lays
out principles that should ideally govern compensation
systems, identifies one or more shortcomings in South
Africa’s system, discusses how other countries approach
similar issues, and makes informed conclusions about
moving the policy debate forward in South Africa.
The six sections examine (1) the general structure and
governance of a compensation system, (2) the financing
of the system, (3) how clinical diagnoses are made and
used, (4) the application process for claims, (5) the
benefits provided, and (6) accountability mechanisms
to help ensure adequate funding and effective
administration. A full list of principles, shortcomings,
and conclusions is included in the box below.

Digest of Comparative Analysis Findings
System Structure & Governance
Principles	Statutory compensation systems should acknowledge the relative risks of different types of work,
diminish the potential for corruption, and ensure system sustainability.
Problems	Mineworkers with occupational lung disease are treated separately and unequally under
compensation law (ODIMWA), in comparison to other workers.
Conclusions	South Africa should evaluate several potential system structure and governance models.
While popular, the options of discarding ODIMWA entirely in favor of a unified compensation
system resembling the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act (COIDA) or of
relying on a private trust model presents certain risks that have not yet been sufficiently analyzed.

System Financing
Principles	Statutory compensation systems should be properly and transparently funded by contributions
from employers that are clearly set out. To this end, governments should set mining companies’
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financial responsibility at sufficient levels to compensate for all disease caused by mine work.
The funding system and decision-making should not be susceptible to industry manipulation or
excessive influence, and thus enjoy a level of independence.
Problems	The compensation system in South Africa for mineworkers is underfunded. Levy calculations are
consistently subject to industry influence and are not directly tied to expert evaluations of how much
money is required to fund the system sustainably and equitably.
Conclusions	Better levy-setting and improved collection and administration are needed to provide adequate
compensation that will pass constitutional muster. Increased funding should consist of a
combination of higher levies, with possible funding from court settlements in recently concluded
and ongoing cases pertaining to compensation. It should cover the large deficit of compensation
currently owed and provide a sustainable funding mechanism for the future. All eligible beneficiaries
in South Africa and labor-sending countries should be guaranteed compensation.

Clinical Diagnosis
Principles	Diagnosis and diagnostic facilities should be accessible, accurate, and culturally sensitive.
Diagnosis certification requirements should be tailored to each compensable disease.
Problems	Mineworkers have difficulty getting diagnosed because of inadequate access to medical personnel
and facilities. In the current law, there is a 12-month time limit after leaving mine work within
which claimants must be diagnosed with TB (in the absence of silicosis) in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does not account for a persistent risk of TB after ceasing work.
Conclusions 	1. Diagnostic services should be made more accessible, in particular in rural areas, through the use
of mobile exam units and dedicated occupational health clinics. Moreover, alternative diagnosis
certification standards, such as work-relatedness “presumptions,” should be considered with
respect to identification of and compensation for TB.
2 . ODIMWA’s current autopsy provision for deceased mineworkers effectively puts compensation
out of reach for already disadvantaged claimants, many of whom live across South Africa’s borders
and/or cannot send organs to Johannesburg as required. If autopsy remains a route to compensation,
the provisions should be radically reviewed, with the goal of making the process more accessible,
fair, and acceptable.

Application
Principles	Compensation application processes should be accessible to all claimants, including migrant
workers, and should not involve prohibitively burdensome documentation requirements. Claimants
should have sufficient support and guidance as they move through the processes.
Problems	Challenges in the process of filing claims include a lack of required employment documentation,
distance from the centralized authority that must certify diagnosis and approve compensation,
and a paperwork backlog within that authority that can lead to delays of four or more years.
Conclusions	Decentralization as well as a strong network of workers’ advocates are necessary to ensure fair and
efficient compensation claim procedures.
iv
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Benefits
Principles	Benefits should fully cover the costs associated with compensable diseases and should be distributed
in a form that meets beneficiaries’ needs. Benefit levels should also correspond to specific degrees of
impairment.
Problems	Compensation awards—when made—are low and are only available in lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving increased benefits for a disease’s progression, and levels do not accurately
reflect degrees of impairment.
Conclusions	
1 . Raising ODIMWA’s inadequate benefit levels is a reform priority. ODIMWA’s distinctive lump sum
benefit structure should also be reconsidered, and future research should focus on exploring the
viability of hybrid lump sum-pension payout models.
	
2 . Benefit calculations should more accurately account for inflation and specific degree of
impairment. Moreover, ODIMWA’s requirement that benefits cover the ongoing medical treatment
necessary for managing compensable diseases should be enforced.

Accountability
Principles	A compensation system must be underpinned by effective accountability measures to ensure
adequate implementation and improvement of conditions leading to the need for compensation
in the first place.
Problems	Neither the South African government nor mining companies have been held fully accountable
for the compensation system’s shortcomings or for insufficiently regulating mine conditions.
A Constitutional Court decision has permitted suits to be brought under ODIMWA, and court
proceedings are ongoing in much the same vein as previous, successful suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the time of writing this report, however, only one major case had settled. Overall,
the proceedings’ potential impact is unclear.
Conclusions	Accountability of both the government and the mining industry could be advanced through private
tort litigation, personal criminal liability, the national human rights apparatus, and/or positive
incentives.

Compensation reform will require the involvement of a variety of actors, including the
South African government, mining companies, labor unions, medical professionals,
and human rights advocates. This paper recognizes that cooperation and collaboration
are critical to building and implementing a better compensation system that can serve
as a key component in the broader project of providing health justice to some of South
Africa’s most vulnerable workers and their families.
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Introduction
“From 1886, the story of South Africa is the story of gold.”1
Historical Background
Since the discovery of the major gold deposits on the
Witwatersrand in 1886, gold mining has shaped South
Africa for better and for worse. South African mines have
produced roughly 40 percent of all gold ever mined on the
planet.2 Over time, this production prompted the founding
and growth of Johannesburg and the development of South
Africa’s economy, which is today the largest in Africa,
with mining constituting 6 percent of the country’s GDP.3
But mining also contributed to the Second Boer War and
to the repressive migrant labor system and Apartheid
policies that still define the sociocultural landscape across
southern Africa.4 Among other areas, labor-sending
locations within South Africa today include the Eastern
Cape, and labor-sending countries include Swaziland,
Lesotho, Botswana, and Mozambique.
Mine work is inherently dangerous, and conditions
in South Africa are particularly risky. The country
has the world’s deepest gold mines and very narrow
orebodies, which have exposed workers to serious health
hazards, including high concentrations of silica dust.5
Consequently, the gold industry has played an important
and sinister role in the history of South Africa’s workers’
compensation laws. In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, silicosis killed mine workers by,
on average, age 35.6 This led to a series of commissions
and laws regulating dust levels in the mines and
establishing mechanisms for workers’ compensation,
including for silicosis (a 1912 law was the first in the
world to recognize it as a compensable disease).7
However, these developments were discriminatory.
White mineworkers received far more compensation
than black mineworkers and had greater access to testing
and treatment.8 The result was a “hidden epidemic”
among black mineworkers caused by continual exposure
to levels of silica dust low enough to not cause acute
silicosis but high enough to lead to chronic silicotic
disease.9 Although the de jure racial disparity ended
with the collapse of Apartheid and subsequent revisions
of workers’ compensation statutes, South Africa’s
compensation law still suffers from serious substance
and implementation problems that disenfranchise black
gold-mine workers, former workers, and their families.
10
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The Unrealized Ideal:
A Mineworker’s Journey
through ODIMWA
(Figure 1)

Start working at a high-risk mine

Contract a compensable illness
as a result of mine work

Receive an examination from a
medical professional

Submit examination results
(or, in some posthumous
cases, organs for autopsy) and
documentation of employment
to MBOD or NIOH (if autopsy
material) in Johannesburg

Diagnosis and evidence of
employment reviewed by
Medical Bureau for Occupational
Disease (MBOD)

Certification of eligibility issued
by Compensation Commissioner
for Occupational Diseases (CCOD)

Compensation paid by CCOD
to claimant
fulfilling broken promises

Legal Background
South Africa currently has two statutory systems for
compensating occupational diseases. The oldest is
the Occupational Diseases in Mines and Works Act
(ODIMWA), which was enacted in 1973 but has roots
in legislation dating back to 1911. ODIMWA governs
the response to work-related lung diseases, including
silicosis and tuberculosis, among mineworkers only.
It requires employers to pay levies into a fund from which
compensation benefits are drawn. The second law is the
Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases
Act (COIDA), which governs all other circumstances
requiring workers’ compensation, including lung
diseases acquired in non-mining sectors.10
ODIMWA is the focus of this paper, though its
inequality in comparison to COIDA is cause for concern,
as South Africa’s Constitutional Court has articulated.11
This inequality involves, among other issues, disparate
compensation levels and payout mechanisms. Figure 1
provides a visualization of how ODIMWA’s compensation
process should work, if fairly and efficiently implemented,
which is rarely the case.
An important legal development with regard
to ODIMWA is that, as of 2011, mineworkers with
occupational lung diseases have a right to pursue civil
law remedies for employers’ negligence, as recognized
by the Constitutional Court of South Africa in its
Mankayi case.12 Because of this landmark decision,
one tort lawsuit was settled and several are pending

as of this writing.13 Given that, as a historical matter,
workers’ compensation around the world developed as
an alternative to replace the common law tort liability
of employers, this reversion to the tort liability model is
reflective of ODIMWA’s flaws and failures.
Some observers have argued that the disparate
treatment under ODIMWA and COIDA is in contravention
of the principle of equality, which is enshrined in Section
9 of South Africa’s Constitution.15 This argument has yet
to be tested fully in the courts. Inadequate compensation
for mineworkers’ occupational diseases also implicates
a number of human rights, which are protected in the
Constitution as well as a number of relevant international
instruments. The two most pertinent are the right to
health and to fair labor practices.
The right to health is protected in the South African
Constitution, which grants the universal right to access
health care services, as well as in the International
Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR), which recognizes “the right of everyone to the
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical
and mental health.”16 South Africa has signed but not
ratified the ICESCR, which means that, while it cannot
be held directly accountable for violations of the right
to health, the Covenant still serves as relevant policy
guidance. Moreover, the U.N. special rapporteur on the
right to health has linked this right to high-risk mining,
calling on states to lower dust levels in mines and treat
former workers who are sick.17

The HIV-Silicosis-TB Syndemic
(Figure 2)
Silicosis is an inflammatory
and fibrotic lung disease that
also hinders the body’s ability
to control the Mycobacteria
that cause TB.23 This leads to
about a doubling of the annual rate of TB in mineworkers with silicosis compared
to mineworkers without
silicosis.24 HIV infection is
also a known risk factor for
developing TB, with HIV-positive mineworkers being more
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than four times as likely to
develop TB as HIV-negative
mineworkers.25 The risks
from silicosis and HIV are
multiplicative, with around 15
percent of HIV-positive, silicotic mineworkers developing
TB each year, versus about
1 percent of HIV-negative,
non-silicotic mineworkers.26
Silica dust, cramped spaces
in gold mines, poor housing
conditions, and the synergis-

tic effects described above
result in high rates of all three
diseases. Studies have found
silicosis prevalence between
22 and 32 percent in older
or long-service current and
former black mineworkers,
rising above 50 percent for
former black mineworkers
over age 50.27 As many as 41
percent of black gold-mine
workers are found to have
active tuberculosis disease

upon autopsy;28 they suffer
one of the highest incidences
of TB of any group studies in
the world.29 HIV prevalence
among mineworkers is also
as many as 14 percentage
points higher than among the
general population.30

mining for health justice

In the area of labor rights, the International Labor
Organization (ILO) is the leading global body. In 1995, the
ILO, in partnership with the World Health Organization
(WHO), initiated a Global Programme for the Elimination
of Silicosis. South Africa signed on to this program, which
set a goal of “significantly reducing” silicosis cases in
mineworkers by 2015.18 This commitment is non-binding,
but South Africa is party to the binding ILO Convention
(No. 42) on workers’ compensation for occupational
diseases. Article 1 of that Convention requires that
compensation rates for occupational diseases not be “less
than those prescribed by the national legislation for injury
resulting from industrial accidents.”19 The discrepancies
between ODIMWA and COIDA strongly suggest that South
Africa is in violation of this obligation. Further research
could point to ways to advance this legal argument.
The Current Situation
Today, mineworkers and their communities are suffering
from a syndemic of silicosis, HIV, and TB (see Figure 2
above for details). Exact statistics are unknown, but it has
been estimated that there are at least 480,000 cases of
compensable silicosis and 226,000 cases of tuberculosis in
former mineworkers attributable to work in South African
mines.20 The public health effects of this crisis extend
beyond mineworkers and South Africa’s borders. Over 20
percent of mineworkers come from Lesotho alone,21 while
Mozambique and Swaziland also contribute significant
numbers. Studies show that HIV and tuberculosis rates in
both mining and labor-sending communities are high.22
The compensation system established under ODIMWA
has done little to alleviate the heavy impact of disease on
mineworkers, former mineworkers, and their families.
ODIMWA provides minimal benefits and does so only a
minority of eligible cases. For example, in one 21-month
period studied by the international consulting firm
Deloitte, of 28,161 claims accepted by the Medical Bureau
of Occupational Disease (MBOD), the Compensation
Commissioner for Occupational Diseases (CCOD) made
payouts in only 400.31
Administrative delays coupled with logistical hurdles
prevent the system from functioning well and result
in many qualified claims going unfiled or unanswered.
And, even if the system were efficient, ODIMWA’s
substantive weaknesses as well as significant and chronic
underfunding would preclude proper and fair payment
for all eligible claims.
12
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Methodology and Framework

Our task in preparing this policy paper was to identify promising approaches
for compensation reform. To do this, we had two complementary objectives:
1	Gain an understanding of the problem areas and stakeholders in

South Africa’s current compensation system for lung disease among
mineworkers; and
2	Assess the ways in which other countries provide compensation for
occupational lung diseases.
To achieve our first objective, we conducted a literature
review and situational analysis and also canvassed
policymakers, academics, activists, and other
stakeholders. Some of these conversations were held
remotely. We also visited South Africa and Swaziland
for two weeks in March 2013 to speak to people
personally. Those approached represented government
agencies (in South Africa and Swaziland); the National
Union of Mineworkers (NUM); a former mineworkers’
organization in Swaziland; NGOs that are active in
advocacy around compensation and/or diseases common
in mineworkers; and academic institutions with relevant,
specialized offerings.
With regard to our second objective, we chose the
following countries as points of comparison: the United
States, Australia (New South Wales), Canada, China, the
United Kingdom, Germany, Indonesia, Ghana, Chile,
and India. We selected these countries, all of which have
large mining industries and/or serious problems with
dust-related disease, to ensure a range of developed and
developing contexts in our comparisons. To understand
these countries’ compensation systems, we conducted
remote and in-person interviews with country experts
and also hosted a small conference of individuals
who work with American and Canadian workers’
compensation systems. Most individuals we interviewed
have academic appointments, but others work for
unions, NGOs, and other institutions. (For a complete list
of individuals we spoke with and their affiliations, see the
Acknowledgments section.)
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A six-part framework based on the key failures that we
identified in South Africa’s compensation system guided
our comparative work. We used this framework to assess
how other countries tackle issues that feature in the South
African context. The framework’s six parts, which also
form the backbone of the rest of this paper, are as follows:
system structure and governance; system financing;
diagnosis; application; benefits; and accountability.
Full comparative descriptions of the compensation
systems in selected countries are available in the
Appendix. The following sections draw particular points
and lessons from these comparisons, but any mention
of a country’s compensation system(s) should be
understood to reference and thus be read within the more
comprehensive information found in the Appendix. The
Appendix is divided by country, and each country section
includes descriptions of compensation systems broken
down by the six-part framework that guides this report.
In each of the six sections below, we first outline
the principles that we believe characterize particular
aspects of just and transparent compensation systems;
we derived these principles from our comparative work,
which provided an opportunity to survey compensation
successes and failures around the world. We then note
key problems—or encroachments on the identified
principles—in South Africa and offer conclusions
to further policy reform. Some of these conclusions
involve concrete government, industry, or union action,
while others suggest future research that would add
important information to the arsenal of knowledge

fulfilling broken promises

needed to improve the welfare of mineworkers, former
mineworkers, and their families across southern Africa.
This report is subject to limitations. First, this is
not a formal academic study, but rather an exercise in
gathering information, opinions, and insights in order
to describe the problems and prospects for reform
in the South African compensation system. Second,
the comparative analysis did not consider every
compensation system in the world. Rather, it provides
a snapshot of select systems in a variety of economic
contexts. We accept that, given time and resource
limitations, we did not conduct a fully comprehensive
survey. However, we believe the countries we selected are
representative of the principles, problems, and practices
of concern in South Africa. Third, no country is an exact
parallel of South Africa, in terms of politics, migration,
and the role of mining in the national economy. Thus,
it would be imprudent to suggest that South Africa
should adopt or reject the precise compensation model
of another country; there must be careful consideration
of contextual differences. Fourth, and relatedly,
no compensation system is perfect. All systems we
examined have limitations, some more so than others.
In some cases, this is due to the substance and structure
of compensation law; in others, it is due to corruption
and/or poor implementation capacity. We have carefully
crafted our analysis and conclusions with these facts
in mind, and we urge that comparative lessons be
absorbed with a full understanding of the circumstances
surrounding them.

15
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Comparative Analysis
Part I: System Structure & Governance
Principles	Statutory compensation systems should acknowledge the relative risks of different types
of work, diminish the potential for corruption, and ensure system sustainability.
Problems	Mineworkers with occupational lung disease are treated separately and unequally under
compensation law (ODIMWA), in comparison to other workers.
Conclusions	South Africa should evaluate several potential system structure and governance
models. While popular, the options of discarding ODIMWA entirely in favor of a unified
compensation system resembling COIDA or of relying on a private trust model presents
certain risks that have not yet been sufficiently analyzed.

In South Africa, mineworkers receive separate and
unequal treatment under compensation law. As noted
in the Legal Background section, ODIMWA only applies
to certain occupational lung diseases contracted in the
mining sector, while COIDA covers all other workers’
compensation claims. The two systems are not only
statutorily separate—they are also administered
by different agencies. The Department of Health
(DOH) administers ODIMWA, appointing the law’s
key regulators, whereas the Department of Labor
administers COIDA.32
Several interviewees in South Africa expressed a
desire for a uniform compensation system, one in which
mineworkers are not treated unequally and differently
than other workers. A number of them suggested merging
ODIMWA and COIDA, with the aim of bringing ODIMWA
benefits, which the Constitutional Court has called
“inferior,” in line with COIDA’s.33 This perspective was
based on a sense that a “one-stop shop” for compensation
might also improve efficiency. A 2012 study, however,
reveals that COIDA is beset with problems not dissimilar
from ODIMWA’s: delays in processing claims, nonresponse from the government, and inadequate disability
assessments.34 COIDA also does not provide the right to
free medical benefit examinations, which ODIMWA does,
though the provision is not well implemented. Nor can
claimants covered by COIDA pursue common law damages.
Moreover, the Constitutional Court has recognized that the
unique economic role and health toll of mining “justifies…
distinct treatment”—though not unequal treatment.35
16
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Our comparative analysis shows that having a uniform
compensation system is not the global norm. There
are, however, promising examples of uniform systems
dedicated to particular industries or to particular
occupational diseases. Germany, the reputed inventor
of social compensation, has a uniform system. Workers’
compensation is embedded in the country’s broader social
security scheme, but mineworkers qualify for special
treatment under this scheme’s old-age and disability
pensions, in light of the dangerous nature of their work.
For instance, mineworkers who have worked for 25
years qualify for old-age pensions at an earlier age than
other workers. Theoretically, it might possible to bring
ODIMWA (as well as COIDA) under South Africa’s national
insurance—a new endeavor—and social security umbrella
in a similar manner. However, this would pose massive
implementation problems, in no small part because of the
lack of personnel required to serve in public healthcare
facilities.36 This includes occupational health experts, of
which there are very few in the country. Thus, although
the DOH has plans to bolster the occupational health
workforce over the next 15 years (see Part III for more
on this), it seems unlikely that compensation could be
reasonably incorporated into national insurance and
social security programs in the near future.
The United States, unlike Germany, does not have
a uniform system. Coal mineworkers suffering from
pneumoconiosis can apply to the federal Black Lung
Fund, state compensation funds, or both. The Black Lung
Fund is specific to mineworkers, while state funds are
fulfilling broken promises

not. In New South Wales, Australia, meanwhile, there is a
Dust Diseases Board (DDB), which oversees a fund open
to workers and former workers exposed to dust across
economic sectors. The DDB has been cited as a model for
compensating dust diseases, and there have been calls
within the government to nationalize the model or create
similar boards in other Australian states.
China and India, which in some respects are
considered South Africa’s political and economics peers
(within the BRICS family), have uniform compensation
systems administered at provincial or state levels.
Both, however, are rife with reported corruption and
suffer from a lack of political will to harmonize and
improve their implementation. Given these facts and
the heavy burden of disease (in particular, coal workers’
pneumoconiosis in China and silicosis in India), human
rights advocates have called for the creation of diseasespecific compensation funds.
The concept of a fund prompts consideration of
whether a non-governmental program like the South
Africa’s Asbestos Relief Trust (ART), which is run
independently of the government with funding from
a series of famous tort settlements, should be a model
for providing silicosis and tuberculosis compensation.
Some see this as a possible solution to ODIMWA’s
problems, particularly if there are further settlements
in the historic and large suits currently underway.
However, there are potential problems with such a
trust. For instance, a trust might not be a sustainable
or comprehensive long-term model for compensation,
particularly if its funding, coverage of individuals,
or timeframe is limited by a court ruling (as is the
case with the ART).37 Moreover, a private trust might
dampen pressure on governmental/public actors to take
responsibility for the long-term care of mineworkers,
former mineworkers, and their families through revised
statutory programs or by holding the mining industry
accountable for its employees’ health. Indeed, there are
tradeoffs to consider. (We discuss these further in Part II,
which explores various funding mechanisms, and Part VI,
which explores options for accountability.)
We encountered the view that a private system/trust
could in essence be “handed over” to the government at
the end of its mandate. In theory, a permanent hybrid
public-private partnership might also a possibility. We
did not identify any such models in our comparative
research. Yet some important principles to keep in mind
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when considering a hybrid system include the viability of
a long-term commitment from both sides, the feasibility
of sharing responsibilities and resources, the potential
for corruption, and the need to establish clear lines of
accountability for all partners.
Thus, further research and discussion are necessary
to determine which system—uniform, industry-specific,
or disease-specific; public and/or private—is best for
South Africa and in line with the country’s Constitution.
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Part II: System Financing
Principles	Statutory compensation systems should be properly and transparently funded by contributions
from employers that are clearly set out. To this end, governments should set mining companies’
financial responsibility at sufficient levels to compensate for all disease caused by mine work.
The funding system and decision-making should not be susceptible to industry manipulation or
excessive influence, and thus enjoy a level of independence.
Problems	The compensation system in South Africa for mineworkers is underfunded. Levy calculations are
consistently subject to industry influence and are not directly tied to expert evaluations of how
much money is required to fund the system sustainably and equitably.
Conclusions	Better levy-setting and improved collection and administration are needed to provide adequate
compensation that will pass constitutional muster. Increased funding should consist of a
combination of higher levies, with possible funding from court settlements in recently concluded
and ongoing cases pertaining to compensation. It should cover the large deficit of compensation
currently owed and provide a sustainable funding mechanism for the future. All eligible
beneficiaries in South Africa and labor-sending countries should be guaranteed compensation.

ODIMWA’s compensation fund is financed by levies on
the owners of controlled mines.38 The levy amounts are
set by the CCOD on a per risk shift39 basis, with actual
per risk shift amounts dependent on the mineral being
mined. While the CCOD has discretion under the law to
set levy amounts, in practice, legal experts have shown
that this generally has been done with the advice and
consent of an oversight committee that includes industry
representatives. This structure makes levy decisions
susceptible to industry influence, which has contributed
to funding inadequacy.40
The current amounts paid into the fund are
insufficient to cover all current and future claims. Even
under the most conservative assumptions, the fund
used to pay ODIMWA claims is more than 600 million
rand (U.S. $67 million) below the level required to cover
current liabilities, and may in fact be 10 billion rand
(U.S. $1.12 billion) or more below the level required to
cover the total annual costs to South African society.
(Those estimates themselves are a decade old now, but
newer comprehensive estimates are not available and are
almost certainly not substantially lower.41) While the levy
per risk shift in a gold mine increased from 0.32 rand
(U.S. $0.04) to 7.14 rand (U.S. $0.80) between 2005 and
2011, this falls far short of the 30.91 rand (U.S. $3.45)
average levy that Deloitte calculated would be required
to make the fund solvent.42 However, Deloitte did not
take into account potential beneficiaries who never
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make a claim or who make an incomplete claim but who
are entitled, by statute, to compensation. It also made a
number of assumptions that limit the amount required to
pay all claims in their valuation report.43 So even at the
full levy amount suggested by Deloitte, large unfunded
liabilities would exist.44
Critically, in 2011, a Chamber of Mines lawsuit
to prevent levy increases that would cover former
mineworkers did not succeed fully, with the court finding
that the CCOD could set levies at levels required to pay
claims from past and present mineworkers.45 This opens
the door to raising the levies to or above levels proposed
by Deloitte. In what follows, we survey three measures
that could be used as the basis for setting the levies: dust
levels, experience rating, and production.
Dust levels. One option is basing levies directly on
dust levels, allowing the per risk shift levy amount to vary
between mines or even shafts. This could theoretically
provide a strong incentive for companies to lower
dust levels and improve working conditions to reduce
disease. However, dust levels measured by the mines
themselves, as is currently the case in South Africa,
are open to manipulation, and most of the experts we
consulted felt very pessimistic about the possibility that
a dust-level levy scheme could ever be protected from
undue influence. This could lead to continued underassessing of levies if mining companies manipulate
reported dust levels—for example, by averaging dust
fulfilling broken promises

levels from high- and low-risk areas in the mines.
Currently, the South African government recommends
an occupational exposure limit (OEL) of 0.1 mg/m3; while
many mineworkers continue to be exposed to higher
levels, research has also shown that workers still develop
silicosis at exposure levels below the limit.46
Even if dust levels were accurately measured,
because of silicosis’s long latency period, changing dust
levels would likely not have an immediate effect on the
amount of compensation required since there are many
mineworkers exposed to dust and/or TB who will become
sick in the next decade regardless of any changes in dust
level. This would result in many years of underfunding.
Additionally, according to interviewees, the medical
effect of changes in measured dust level on compensable
disease is not sufficiently well known to create a finetuned scale of how much levy is required per unit of dust.
Experience rating. COIDA and many other systems,
such as Canada’s, use experience rating, in which levies
are based on a history of compensation claims. However,
since many mineworkers are employed at multiple mines
over time, complete employment histories are not readily
available. Moreover, silicosis’s long latency period means
that using claims history to determine levies might not
be feasible in South Africa in the near term. Additionally,
given the low percentage of workers in South Africa and
the surrounding region who have received compensation
in the past, the institution of such a claims-history levy
system would require many years of improved claims
administration in order to generate enough accurate
data to create experience ratings. Given the urgent need
for reform, waiting several years would be difficult to
justify. Finally, this model risks creating an adversarial
situation between mine owners and former mineworkers,
since owners would have a financial stake in minimizing
claims. This dynamic has had a deleterious effect on
the compensation system in Canada, particularly in
Quebec, which moved to a system based more heavily on
experience rating in the 1990s.
Production. Levies based on production are less
open to manipulation by mine owners than dust-level or
claims-history systems. As a result, they may represent
the best choice for South Africa. Production-based levies
would also decouple the levy paid from the number
of shifts worked, which would reduce the potential of
companies to compensate for higher levies by increased
mechanization and layoffs.
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While this system does not provide a strong incentive
for mines to improve working conditions, the urgent
need for reform and the problems with other systems,
as described throughout our Comparative Analysis,
likely make production-based levies advisable in the
near-term. Other legislation and regulations, such as
those stipulating maximum acceptable dust levels, can
continue to be used to promote safety.
A production-based levy system is employed by
the United States to combat Black Lung disease. The
compensation fund is paid by an excise tax on coal
production, while safety improvements are made via
separate regulations. (We will discuss this system further
in the Part VI.)
Having laid out these options, it is important to
note that there is a risk that raising levies could be
detrimental to current mineworkers. Increasing levies,
particularly if they continue to be tied to the number
of risk shifts worked, could cause mining companies to
close or mechanize mine shafts that are currently only
marginally profitable, in turn causing layoffs. A range of
interviewees expressed serious concern about the risk of
triggering unemployment, though many others believed
that any levy increase would have only a negligible
impact on mining companies’ profit margins.
Ultimately, whether a given levy increase would
trigger significant layoffs is an empirical question that
demands further research. It is clear that the current
state of the conversation hinders productive debate:
mining companies and their allies claim an unknown
number of workers will lose their jobs if levies are
increased, while opponents respond with claims that
profits are sufficient to absorb the financial burden, and
no progress is made toward a solution. This conversation
also sidesteps the fundamental question of whether
South Africa should allow companies to operate in a
manner that causes significant negative externalities
instead of closing industries that cannot profitably exist
while paying for the damage they cause. ODIMWA itself
provides one answer, saying companies should pay
enough to compensate “every person who performs risk
work at or in connection with that mine or works and
who is after the commencement of this Act found to be
suffering from a compensable disease.”47
Ultimately, some amount of funding might originate
outside of ODIMWA’s administrative scheme or a levy
fulfilling broken promises

system. The recently settled and pending tort lawsuits
may result in the provision of large, one-time payments
by mining companies, perhaps administered in the form
of a trust much like ART (the pros and cons of which were
described in Part I.) Still, an increase in levies will be
required, in particular to address future compensation
claims. The exact amount of increase will depend on the
amount and structure of any court settlement(s), as well
the results of newer epidemiologic and actuarial research.
Additionally, South Africa’s government could
consider guaranteeing compensation by using general
treasury revenue to meet unfunded liabilities in the
event that the ODIMWA compensation fund and/or other
funds set up after court cases become insolvent. Several
other country systems, including the U.S.’s Black Lung
fund, provide such guarantees, with government serving
the function of funder of last resort. The South African
government has allowed gold mining companies to pay
levies far below what is required for fund solvency. This
omission arguably establishes an ethical obligation on
the part of the government to ensure that all eligible
beneficiaries are paid, even if the levy monies run out.
It might also give effect to ODIMWA’s requirement that
companies are charged enough to cover compensation,
by giving the government a financial motivation to
enforce the statute.
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Part III: Clinical Diagnosis
Principles	Diagnosis and diagnostic facilities should be accessible, accurate, and culturally sensitive. Diagnosis
certification requirements should be tailored to each compensable disease.
Problems	Mineworkers have difficulty getting diagnosed because of inadequate access to medical personnel
and facilities. In the current law, there is a 12-month time limit after leaving mine work within
which claimants must be diagnosed with TB (in the absence of silicosis) in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does not account for a persistent risk of TB after ceasing work.
Conclusions	Diagnostic services should be made more accessible, in particularly in rural areas, through the use
of mobile exam units and dedicated occupational health clinics. Moreover, alternative diagnosis
certification standards, such as work-relatedness “presumptions,” should be considered with respect
to identification of and compensation for TB.
To qualify for compensation under ODIMWA, claimants
must be diagnosed as suffering from a compensable
disease. Qualifying illnesses include silicosis, TB,
and several other lung diseases that result in airway
obstruction or permanent disability of cardiorespiratory organs.48 ODIMWA entitles claimants to
free assessments through a mine’s medical services or at
public facilities and stipulates government repayment
of other diagnosing physicians.49 However, according
to interviewees, claimants face systematic barriers
in obtaining accurate and timely diagnoses. Many
claimants, particularly migrants, live in remote regions
far from medical facilities. Moreover, South Africa and
labor-sending countries suffer from a shortage of medical
specialists, and this gap is particularly pronounced in
the field of occupational health. Medical equipment
shortages (such as X-ray equipment) also contribute to
the inaccessibility of diagnostic services.
One potential solution to these challenges, lauded
by many interviewees, is mobile units. By deploying
diagnostic services to claimants, this model would reduce
the physical and financial burdens of travel, which can be
significant since claimants are often poor, ill, and live in
remote areas. Mobile units could be of particular benefit
to migrants, who often reside far away from diagnostic
services. Moreover, the public presence of units could
serve the added function of increasing awareness of the
right to compensation. The mobile unit model has been
successfully implemented in many countries, including
the United States, Australia (New South Wales), and
Germany. For instance, the U.S. Black Lung program
has conducted data analysis to determine potential “hot
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spots” of compensation claimants and concentrated
mobile units in these high-need areas. This is an option
South Africa should seriously consider.
One potential downside to this model, however, is that
mobile units are by nature transient, which could limit
follow-up care opportunities. A complementary approach
that would address this limitation is the establishment of
dedicated occupational health clinics in high-need areas.
Both mobile units and dedicated clinics could eventually
capitalize on desires expressed by the DOH to bolster
the occupational health workforce in South Africa. This
includes incorporating occupational health training
into residency programs for district hospital doctors;
promoting an occupational health nursing certification;
and ensuring that each regional public health center has
a nurse who is trained to recognize occupational illnesses
and to refer patients to specialists at district hospitals.
Still, the current diagnostic requirements for
certification of compensable TB would undermine the
positive impact of mobile units and dedicated clinics
for many workers and former workers. TB is only
compensable if it is diagnosed in active mineworkers
or among workers within 12 months of leaving mine
employment.50 However, both silicosis and silica dust
exposure in the absence of silicosis are associated with a
greatly increased chance of developing TB throughout a
former mineworker’s life.51 As such, a presumption that
TB diagnosed at any time following mine employment
for a certain number of years is in fact work-related,
and thus compensable, would extend compensation to
deserving claimants whom the current system neglects.52
Under presumption-based certification standards,
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claimants who suffer from compensable diseases are
either presumed (rebuttable) or conclusively certified
(irrebuttable) as eligible based on factors such as length
of qualifying service. For instance, the U.S. Black Lung
program uses a rebuttable presumption whereby at least
15 years of qualifying mine employment and the presence
of a compensable illness together establish that the disease
is work-related. The Black Lung program also utilizes an
irrebuttable presumption that a mineworker is totally
disabled when there is manifest lung scarring of more than
one centimeter associated with a compensable illness.
Justifications for the use of presumptions gleaned from
interviews include: providing compensation to a small
number of beneficiaries in error is potentially more costeffective than paying for complex medical certifications
for everyone; it is morally preferable to compensate some
ineligible individuals than to withhold compensation from
claimants who may not meet requirements because of
poverty; and presumptions can result in higher accuracy
overall given the vagaries of diagnosis, especially in
countries with weak health systems.
Conclusions:
ODIMWA’s autopsy provision for deceased workers
effectively puts compensation out of reach for
already disadvantaged claimants, such as migrants,
women, and blacks. If autopsy remains a route to
compensation, it should be more accessible and
better explained.
If a mineworker or former mineworker was not
diagnosed with a compensable disease while alive,
survivor claimants can only receive compensation by
submitting the deceased’s cardiorespiratory organs
to the DOH for autopsy.53 This requirement can prove
a major hardship. Organ removal is inconsistent with
various claimant communities’ cultural beliefs. For
instance, some southern African customs exclude
widows from decision-making, which can include
providing medical consent, during a bereavement period
following husbands’ deaths.54 As a result, using autopsies
to determine eligibility disadvantages female survivors,
especially those from certain African ethnic groups.
In addition, logistical shortcomings, such as unequal
distribution of government-issued autopsy organ
collection boxes, make it challenging for black survivors
to apply. These barriers are also high for survivors of
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migrant workers, as the South African government does
not distribute autopsy equipment in other countries.
Moreover, many survivors are not even aware of the
autopsy option.55
Many interviewees were critical of the autopsy
requirement for the reasons described above. Some
advocated removing the provision entirely. Wholesale
removal, however, could seriously disadvantage some
claimants if a viable alternative to post-mortem diagnosis
is not introduced. In particular, removal would risk
putting compensation out of reach for those seeking
payouts on behalf of former workers who could not
access diagnostic services in life. Several alternatives,
such as death certificates, presumptions (as described in
the previous section), or “oral autopsy” (verbal testimony
about physical manifestations immediately prior to
death) arose throughout the course of our research.
However, there are possible problems with each of these
alternatives, stemming from implementation challenges
and weaknesses in the medical evidence base. Thus,
complete removal of autopsy is not advisable until
further research indicates an alternative that is both
more equitable and politically viable.
Some interviewees counseled against removal because
autopsy presents scientific advantages. Notably, in some
cases, autopsy is a more accurate means of diagnosis
than examination methods available to living claimants.
For example, lung diseases like silicosis are often missed
by X-ray examinations.56 Moreover, the DOH uses organs
submitted under ODIMWA for scientific research, which
has the potential to advance the medical understanding
of illnesses commonly suffered by mineworkers, and to
improve prevention and treatment. However, a thorough
review of the system in light of evolving norms regarding
free and informed consent should be conducted to
guarantee that this research benefit is not used in an
exploitive fashion.57
If the provision does remain in place, decentralized
removals and autopsies done at mobile units and/or
dedicated occupational disease clinics are options for
improving implementation. Local doctors could also play
a role in decentralization. Online courses or conferences
sponsored by the government could be used to train rural
physicians in how, after organs are removed, to identify
lung diseases and properly document them for submission
to the MBOD. Decentralization mechanisms could also
help increase access by removing some cultural barriers.
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For instance, given that burial without organs is abhorrent
to some claimants, decentralized autopsies could allow
that organs be returned to families.58
However, these potential reforms have limitations.
Returning organs might preclude the possibility of longterm autopsy-based research and would complicate
claimants’ ability to appeal determinations. Moreover,
given staffing issues in the healthcare sector highlighted
earlier in the paper, broad-based training of local
physicians to detect lung disease via autopsy would
likely not be possible in the near term. Nonetheless,
decentralization should be given serious consideration as a
long-term strategy, given its potential for increasing access.
In lieu of or complementary to decentralized
autopsies, a more equitable post-mortem diagnosis
process could also be achieved by depositing organ
bins bound for Johannesburg in health centers across
southern Africa. (Currently, the MBOD will retrieve
organs from any location within 100 kilometers
of Johannesburg, covering many former white
mineworkers but only a small percentage of former black
mineworkers.59) Compensation authorities could also
more widely disseminate culturally sensitive information
about the autopsy process, potentially in conjunction
with a network of workers’ advocates. (See Part IV for a
more detailed discussion of workers’ advocates.)
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Part IV: Application
Principles	Compensation application processes should be accessible to all claimants, including migrant
workers, and should not involve prohibitively burdensome documentation requirements.
Claimants should have sufficient support and guidance as they move through the processes.
Problems	Challenges in the process of filing claims include a lack of required employment documentation,
distance from the centralized authority that must certify diagnosis and approve compensation,
and a paperwork backlog within that authority that can lead to delays of four or more years.
Conclusions	Decentralization as well as a strong network of workers’ advocates are necessary to ensure fair
and efficient compensation claim procedures.

After being identified, ODIMWA claimants must apply
to the Medical Certification Committee for Occupational
Diseases. This committee consists of the director of the
MBOD and 3-5 medical practitioners, all appointed by
the Minister of Health. Industry nominates one member,
and workers’ representatives nominate another.60 The
committee receives medical evidence and determines
whether a claimant has a certifiable disease.61 It may
ask for additional tests if it deems them necessary.62
Claimants whose disease has been certified are notified,
and then their cases proceed to the CCOD, which
may request information, including proof of identity,
documentation of employment, and banking details.63
The CCOD ultimately determines the distribution of
compensation. (See Figure 1 in the Introduction for a
visualization of the claims process.)
Claimants routinely encounter obstacles in the
application process. All procedures are centralized
in Johannesburg, and the onus is on claimants to get
their materials to government offices and reply to any
requests for follow-up from the MBOD or CCOD.64 Many
claimants live far away from Johannesburg, including
in Lesotho, Mozambique, and Swaziland. Many have
poor literacy skills and live in areas with dysfunctional
postal services, bad roads, and other infrastructure
problems.65 Furnishing employment data can also prove
difficult, as not all claimants have contracts or other
evidence of work. The Public Protector of South Africa
stated in 2009 that the CCOD should accept affidavits
as proof of employment,66 but obtaining these can still
require resources that claimants do not possess. Backlog
is also a massive problem: one study, in which claimants
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had assistance and thus may have been more likely to
see their cases succeed, found an average of 51 months
between initial submission to the MBOD and receipt
of compensation, which, even then, only occurred in a
minority of cases.67
One of the key reforms needed in the ODIMWA
application process is decentralization, whereby
claimants would be able to access government offices
and processes closer to home. Many interview
subjects in South Africa expressed a desire for this
reform, particularly given the diaspora of former
workers throughout the country and in neighboring
states. Decentralization is the norm in many other
compensation systems. In the United States under
the Black Lung program, for instance, federal centers
are strategically placed for claimant access and
transportation costs within 150 miles, including meals
and lodging, are covered. In New South Wales, the
mobile unit conducting medical exams can serve as a
de facto awareness-raising mechanism for the work of
the DDB; it also refers data to the board if evidence of
dust disease is detected during screenings. In India,
compensation implementation powers are vested in
state-level commissioners, rather than the national
government. Recent pressure from the country’s human
rights commission has led to some state-level progress
in beginning to deal with silicosis. (See Part VI for more
information on this progress).
Decentralization could occur on two fronts in South
Africa. First, per the U.S. model, the government could
open satellite offices of the MBOD and CCOD. Second,
authorities could incorporate a mobile solution, much like
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one proposed by the Aurum Institute in Johannesburg,
wherein personnel in mobile units would be equipped to
package benefit examination information for submission
to the MBOD. As Aurum representatives have suggested,
a mobile solution in particular could prove fruitful ground
on which to coordinate with NGOs, foreign aid actors,
academics, and others with an interest in improving the
compensation process. Either or both of these solutions
would also need to involve input from and collaboration
with labor-sending states, to ensure that the benefits of
decentralization would extend to migrant workers.
It is likely that introducing these solutions would
incur costs to the South African government and possibly
other governments. Research would be necessary to
determine what these costs would be, how they should
be distributed, which departments should bear them,
and whether funding from other sources—including
international donors—might be helpful and appropriate.
That said, cost should not be a reason for preserving
a status quo in which mineworkers have limited
accessibility to the application process.
Complementary to the issue of decentralization is the
need for stronger workers’ advocates. Currently, there
is not widespread, coordinated support for claimants
that can assist them with paper work, follow up on their
cases with the MBOD and CCOD, lobby on their behalf,
and help ensure timely delivery of compensation. In fact,
our interviews only revealed a perverse form of support:
individuals called “sharks,” who promise assistance in the
application process but instead take money from claimants.
The most obvious source of potential claimant
support is unions such as NUM, given that a union,
by definition, advocates for the rights of workers.
The unions could take on a greater role by training
representatives to help compile claims and usher
them through the system. In doing so, they could
follow the lead of labor unions in the U.S., which assist
mineworkers with occupational disease compensation
claims. Another government-centered model is found
in New South Wales, where, once a claimant files with
the DDB, an officer is assigned to the case to compile a
detailed industrial history. This helps ensure attention
to individual cases and clear lines of accountability for
bringing them to conclusion. Another promising example
exists in Canada, where worker advisor or advocate
offices exist in almost all provinces and territories. These
offices are typically independent agencies of departments
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or ministries responsible for occupational health and
safety, and their personnel provide free services to
workers and their families, including information about
and assistance with compensation.
The potential solutions described above might
benefit claimants who have yet to start the application
process. As previously mentioned, however, there is also
a backlog of unprocessed claims. An evaluation of the
efficiency of the existing claims review process would
be beneficial, with the subsequent goal of setting new
rules, seeking new technology, or hiring more reviewers
in order to expedite the process of dealing with backlog.
This is also an area in which workers’ advocates could
have an impact: some advocates could focus on assisting
claimants who applied years ago but have yet to receive a
response. These advocates could be assigned to claimants
by geographic region or time of application.
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Part V: Benefits
Principles	Benefits should fully cover the costs associated with compensable diseases and should be distributed
in a form that meets beneficiaries’ needs. Benefit levels should also correspond to specific degrees of
impairment.
Problems	Compensation awards—when made—are low and are only available in lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving increased benefits for a disease’s progression, and levels do not accurately
reflect degree of impairment.
Conclusions	
1 . Raising ODIMWA’s inadequate benefit levels is a reform priority. ODIMWA’s distinctive lump sum
benefit structure should also be reconsidered, and future research should focus on exploring the
viability of hybrid lump sum-pension payout models.
	
2 . Benefit calculations should more accurately account for inflation and specific degree of
impairment. Moreover, ODIMWA’s requirement that benefits cover the ongoing medical treatment
necessary for managing compensable diseases should be enforced.
ODIMWA pays a maximum of approximately three times
a claimant’s annual salary for second-degree impairment
(as described previously in this report), regardless of age,
number of dependents, or any other consideration.68 In
practice, the relatively few individuals receiving benefits
get less than the maximum amount. ODIMWA benefits
are low in comparison to those available under COIDA
and in other countries. COIDA pays monthly pensions of
75 percent of a former worker’s earnings for total (100
percent) permanent disability; for permanent disability
of more than 30 percent but less than 100 percent,
claimants are entitled to monthly pensions pro-rated
according to the percentage of impairment. This pension
structure implicitly accounts for a worker’s age and the
number of productive years lost and also generally results
in much higher overall awards than ODIMWA.69 COIDA
also pays survivor benefits that include funeral costs,
a one-time cash payment, and a continuing pension
set at 40 percent of the regular pension rate paid to
permanently and totally disabled workers.70 In comparing
ODIMWA to COIDA, the Constitutional Court found
ODIMWA’s benefits “seemingly paltry and inadequate,”71
an assessment widely echoed in our interviews.
Other countries’ statutory compensation levels are
also more generous than ODIMWA’s. In many countries,
above a certain disability level, beneficiaries are entitled
to a pension until the normal retirement age or death.
The U.S. Black Lung program pays a monthly pension
until death; the precise amount is based on the number of
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dependents the former mineworker is supporting. India,
meanwhile, bases compensation amounts on the age of
the worker, with younger workers receiving more than
older ones. China promises a monthly pension of 60-90
percent of the worker’s former salary until death.
Instituting reforms in South African compensation
law should also involve an examination of ODIMWA’s
lump sum payment structure.72 Poorly designed payment
schedules can reduce the utility of even high awards,
and ODIMWA’s one-time payout model is detrimental to
claimants in several respects. First, a one-time payment
limits opportunities for adjustment of compensation
based on changes in disease severity over time, which
is particularly problematic given that silicosis is a
progressive disease. In addition, many interviewees
raised the concern that one-time payments present the
danger of rapid expenditure, the resulting risk being
that funds will not be available over the long periods
of time that claimants may be unable to work. A study
on the spending habits of ART beneficiaries noted
that claimants from southern Africa may be especially
vulnerable in this respect, as many may never have
possessed such a large sum of money at one time and may
have little experience saving or investing.73
However, lump sum payments are not without
potential advantages. According to interviewees, one-time
payments may decrease administrative costs, reduce the
burden on claimants to lobby compensation authorities in
the event of non-payment, and provide more funding upfulfilling broken promises

front to claimants who have debts to pay or who may not
have long to live because of age or illness. That being said,
our comparative analysis reveals that lump sum models
are rare. While ART compensation is a one-time, lump sum
payment, COIDA reserves lump sum awards to the lowest
degrees of impairment. All other COIDA claimants are
entitled to pensions.74 Compensation systems in nearly
all of the other countries we reviewed provide benefits in
pension form. For instance, in New South Wales and the
U.K., payouts are weekly.
Some countries’ benefit models combine one-time
payments with pensions. For instance, in the U.S., Black
Lung program benefits are typically paid in pension
form, but claimants can apply to receive the value of their
pension payments advanced through a lump sum. This
option, known as “commutation,” is at the discretion
of compensation officials and must only be used in
circumstances where a one-time award is “in the interest
of justice.” Indonesia, China, and Ghana also employ
hybrid approaches, whereby claimants are eligible to
receive some combination of one-time and regular
benefit awards.
Not only are pure lump sum models rare, they are
also discouraged. For example, ILO Convention No. 121
states that lump sum payments should be restricted
to “exceptional circumstances” and only be awarded
with “the agreement of the injured person...when the
competent authority has reason to believe that such lump
sum will be utili[z]ed in a manner which is particularly
advantageous for the injured person.”75 Presumably,
to have reason to believe a one-time payment will be
“particularly advantageous,” authorities need either indepth knowledge of individual claimants’ circumstances
or comprehensive and highly representative populationlevel data. Under ODIMWA, officials are not required
to consider either. (South Africa is not party to the ILO
convention, but this does not diminish the document’s
importance as a source of global, normative guidance.)
Thus, international practice and standards suggest
that pensions or hybrid models are preferable to pure
lump sum awards. However, data on the tradeoffs
between types of awards in the South African context
is nearly non-existent. The only relevant study of
which we are aware, which analyzed ART claimants’
use of their compensation awards, found that lump
sums were quickly exhausted. However, the vast
majority of claimants expressed a strong preference for
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lump sum payments, and there was little evidence of
“wasteful” spending; beneficiaries’ awards often went
to expenditures on long-term items like housing and
furniture.76 Future research should assess beneficiaries’
award preferences on a larger scale and also determine
the reasons for these preferences. Special consideration
should be given to the viability of hybrid models, such
as commutation, that would give beneficiaries choices
and tie payout schedules to individual circumstances. If
designed and administered effectively, a hybrid model
could help balance claimants’ needs for both immediate
and long-term support.
In addition to providing a robust assessment of the
viability of the commutation model, future research and/or
pilot programs should specifically consider the following:

·	Any unique preferences and limitations faced by
migrants and survivors of mineworkers who have died.
·	Whether awards should vary according to beneficiary
age.
·	Whether benefit structure or payment mechanism

should differ for widows whose husbands practiced
polygamy, which is not uncommon in some highvolume, labor-sending countries.77
·	The extent to which other benefits (e.g. social
security) are available, as well as how they might
interact with different compensation payment
models.
·	Innovations, like cell-phone banking, that might
facilitate distribution of funds.
Conclusions:
Benefit calculations should more accurately
account for inflation and specific degree of
impairment. Moreover, ODIMWA’s requirement
that benefits cover the ongoing medical treatment
necessary for managing compensable diseases
should be enforced.
ODIMWA benefits are determined in part by percentage
of impairment as measured by lung function or ability
to work. Impairment severity is categorized as either
First Degree or Second Degree. A categorization of First
Degree corresponds to impairment levels ranging from
10 to 40 percent, and Second Degree spans 41 to 100
fulfilling broken promises

percent.78 These broad categorizations do not adequately
account for the range of impairment that claimants
actually suffer. As a result, benefit amounts are not
sufficiently aligned with claimants’ needs. For instance,
a claimant assessed at 99-percent impaired is eligible to
receive the same benefit award as a claimant classified as
41-percent impaired. 79
Numerous compensation schemes we surveyed
calibrate benefit amounts more closely to actual
degree of impairment. COIDA pegs benefit awards to a
progressive scale of disease,80 and the ART issues awards
based on diagnosis and severity.81 Compensation benefits
for mineworkers in China, India, and Australia are also
more gradated. Under the Chinese system, disabilitybased payments correspond to a ten-point scale; in India,
assessments are divided into four overarching categories
with the possibility of more nuanced assessment
(by medical professionals) for permanent, partial
disablement. In New South Wales, payment amounts vary
according to individualized disability determinations
made by the DDB Medical Authority.
ODIMWA benefit calculations do not fully account
for inflation. While they are based on current workers’
salaries, which may reflect inflation, they are limited
by a set maximum benefit that does not automatically
rise with inflation or with increases in mineworkers’
wages.82 Furthermore, while ODIMWA requires payment
of interest accrued during the period between disease
certification and claim disbursement, this does not occur
in practice; given the lengthy delays between certification
and payment, these forgone inflation payments can be
significant.83 According to several interviewees, benefit
calculations’ insensitivity to economic shifts has resulted
in significant depreciation in the value of benefits. They
further specified that this reduction in value negatively
affects beneficiaries’ ability to obtain basic necessities for
themselves and their families.
Pegging compensation levels to inflation is a standard
practice in several other systems around the world.
Notably, COIDA awards account for inflation; monthly
pension payments for claimants determined to be
more than 30 percent disabled are inflation-adjusted.84
In addition, U.S. Black Lung benefits are sensitive to
changes in cost of living. These benefits are based on
federal employee salary schedules that change every year
partially in response to inflation.
In practice, ODIMWA benefits also do not cover
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ongoing medical treatment. While the statute makes
mines responsible for these costs and gives the CCOD
discretion to pay expenses with government funds,85
interviewees explained that compliance is nearly
non-existent. Actual coverage of longer-term medical
treatment is common in other statutory systems. Many
of the other countries we reviewed (Germany, U.K., New
South Wales) cover some or all medical costs for months
to years. ODIMWA also stands out for its failure to cover
funeral expenses, which can be considerable and are
often borne by surviving members of workers’ families.
This gap exists not only in implementation; the statute
itself makes no provision for funeral costs. COIDA, as
well as China and New South Wales, promise to cover
funeral expenses.
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Part VI: Accountability
Principles	A compensation system must be underpinned by effective accountability measures to ensure
adequate implementation and improvement of conditions leading to the need for compensation in
the first place.
Problems	Neither the South African government nor mining companies have been held sufficiently
accountable for the compensation system’s shortcomings or for insufficiently regulating mine
conditions. A Constitutional Court decision has permitted suits to be brought under ODIMWA,
and court proceedings are ongoing in much the same vein as previous, successful suits regarding
asbestos compensation. At the time of writing this report, however, only one major case had
settled. Overall, the proceedings’ potential impact is unclear.
Conclusions	Accountability of both the government and the mining industry could be advanced through
private tort litigation, personal criminal liability, the national human rights apparatus, and/or
positive incentives.
The systemic problems in South Africa’s compensation
system reflect a failure of accountability on at least
two levels: the legal responsibility of individual actors
(including mining companies and their managers)
to fairly and efficiently fulfill existing compensation
obligations, as well as the broader societal and political
responsibility of the South African government for
reforming ODIMWA. This section focuses on select
avenues for advancing accountability, including (1)
common law tort liability; (2) criminal or administrative
sanctions; (3) a national human rights apparatus; and (4)
incentives and rewards for positive behavior. It finds that
all of these avenues might prove useful in South Africa,
some more than others.
Tort liability. As noted in the Legal Background
section, in 2011, the Constitutional Court of South Africa
held in its Mankayi decision that ODIMWA is not the
exclusive remedy available to mineworkers suffering
from occupational lung disease. This opened the door to
civil lawsuits. The decision might seem surprising, given
the common understanding of workers’ compensation as
a compromise whereby employees relinquish their right
to sue employers in return for statutorily guaranteed
compensation.86 In reality, however, we found that civil
lawsuits against employers for causing occupational
disease, although a recent phenomenon in South Africa,
are not uncommon internationally. Our findings are
consistent with a previous comparative study from 1991,
which found that, in a majority of surveyed countries,
workers’ compensation was not the exclusive remedy
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available to employees against their employers.87
Tort litigation is widely used in common law
jurisdictions, and it tends to increase with the
involvement of the liability insurance industry. However,
this involvement should be considered carefully, as
it might have unintended negative consequences. A
striking example is the United Kingdom, where the
private liability insurance industry is such a central actor
that insurers can bring tort actions against the employerpolicyholder for breach of duty to avoid accidents and
handle claims properly. Following the 1969 passage of
a U.K. law mandating compulsory employers’ liability
insurance, the number of lawsuits for work-related
injuries and diseases exploded, accounting for 47
percent of total tort claims. However, only 19 percent of
these cases resulted in damage awards, and settlements
were relatively small, rarely exceeding GBP500 (U.S.
$766).88 Although not entirely clear, it is quite possible
that a more active role of the insurance industry tends
to reduce overall compensation for workers, as the
insurance companies develop increasingly aggressive
legal methods to fight workers’ claims. This risk is noted
here as a caution for future policy development in South
Africa in the event that the role of insurance companies
is seriously considered; further research is needed to
determine the effect of private insurance companies.
An additional caveat to the tort liability approach is
that its effectiveness is contingent on the strength and
effectiveness of the overall tort and judicial systems.
Where the legal system is weaker, as in China, this
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process is often unsuccessful and can take so long
that ill workers often die waiting for judgments. Such
inefficiency problems might be addressed by establishing
a specialized court, such as the Dust Diseases Tribunal in
New South Wales. Despite the one recent settlement, it
is too early to say how efficiently the litigation in South
Africa will proceed overall. In the event that it is too slow
or otherwise unsatisfactory, the New South Wales model
might be relevant to consider.
Administrative accountability. Another approach
is through administrative oversight and sanctions,
which exist under the law in the United States and China,
among other countries. This approach, however, is not
without enforcement challenges. Consider, for instance,
fines based on violating dust thresholds. In the mining
context, it is particularly challenging to ensure the
accuracy of dust level assessments. Mining companies
have an incentive to under-report (as noted in Part II),
and independent third parties lack access to mining sites
to conduct unannounced or undercover assessments.
In the U.S., for instance, mines that breach pre-set dust
levels are fined, but testing and reporting of dust levels
are generally performed by mining companies, with
infrequent government inspections for excess dust.
Other sanctions include fines on industry for failure to
participate fully in a compensation system. In China, for
example, recent amendments to the country’s workers’
compensation law place penalties on employers who
do not participate in the mandated insurance program
through which compensation is assessed and paid.
However, it is not clear that these provisions are being
enforced, given widespread corruption and variability
of political will across provinces (the level at which
compensation is administered).
Given these challenges, our suggestion is against
relying heavily on administrative accountability (which
is related to and consistent with our discussion of
effective funding mechanisms in Part II). To the extent
that funding is independent of measures that are subject
to manipulation by mining companies, administrative
accountability is less pressing.
Criminal accountability. Personal criminal liability
of individual actors is a third possible mechanism that
could complement the previous two. For example, U.S.
federal law has strong anti-fraud provisions in this area:
A mine manager or operator who knowingly submits
improper dust samples is guilty of a felony, subject to
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a maximum penalty of five years in prison and a fine of
U.S. $250,000. However, our research found no such
criminal cases in the past decade. In addition to criminal
sentences, senior mine officers may be personally liable
for paying compensation if the mine falsely claims
it is self-insured but does not have enough funds to
pay out. South Africa would need to more fully assess
the potential effectiveness of criminal accountability
measures before implementing them.
Human rights. One potential accountability resource
in South Africa is the national human rights apparatus,
in particular the South Africa Human Rights Commission
(SAHRC). It is important to note that, with respect to
human rights, only states bear responsibility under
international and domestic law; business responsibility
for human rights is an emerging norm that has not yet
solidified in international law.89
Nonetheless, India might provide a model for
employing the SAHRC. In India, the National Human
Rights Commission (NHRC) has been very active over
the past few years on the issue of uncompensated
silicosis, thanks to an order by the Supreme Court in
2006. The NHRC set up a task force, issued reports and
recommendations, and organized a national conference
on silicosis in 2011. This conference generated multiple
recommendations, including that all people affected by
silicosis should be treated as living beneath the poverty
line, that states should initiate criminal proceedings
against factory owners whose workers have silicosis, that
all cases of silicosis should be considered as 100-percent
disability, and that migrating workers should be given
identity cards that make it easier for doctors to obtain
work, exposure, and health histories. The NHRC has also
issued directions to several Indian states to compensate
silicosis victims, including families of deceased workers,
particularly those who are not formally documented and/
or who work for unregistered mines and other employers.
In response to such directions, in August 2012, the state of
Gujarat passed a resolution laying out an insurance system
that should compensate families accordingly.
Although the impact of the NHRC’s work in India
has yet to be fully realized, the SAHRC could follow its
counterpart’s lead and become more involved in pushing
the issue of occupational disease compensation. In line
with the conclusions in Part III, the SAHRC could become
a part of a stronger, coordinated workers’ advocacy
network in southern Africa.
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Positive incentives. In addition to punitive
measures, there are also numerous comparative
examples of policies intended to reward and incentivize
exemplary industry behavior. For example, the German
government confers a prize on companies that show
particularly high degrees of commitment and innovation
in the area of occupational safety and health. Similar
prizes are awarded by governments of several states in
the United States, including North Carolina (Department
of Labor’s Safety Awards) and Indiana (Governor’s
Workplace Safety Awards); as well as independent nonprofit organizations in Australia (National Safety Awards
of Excellence) and Canada (Canada’s Safest Employers).
This policy option could be considered in South Africa
as a possible method to improve compliance with health,
safety and compensation laws, but only once other
accountability mechanisms discussed above are in place
to discourage and punish noncompliance.
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Conclusion
Mineworkers, former mineworkers, and their families in South Africa
and labor-sending countries face significant barriers in accessing
compensation for occupational lung diseases. Giving effect to
claimants’ right to compensation requires action on several fronts
by multiple parties. Reform of compensation law and its full and
appropriate application should be the principal avenues for change.
In the short term, some challenges could be overcome or mitigated by
administrative efforts, such as forming a network of workers’ advocates
who can assist claimants with the application process. In the longer
term, improving compensation funding mechanisms or raising benefit
levels will likely require multi-stage legislative reform.
It is our hope that, in providing comparative perspectives (examined
comprehensively in the Appendix below), informed suggestions, and
directed research questions, this paper will be a valuable tool for those
seeking to advance change. It is possible to build and maintain just
compensation systems in a wide variety of circumstances. South Africa
is no exception.
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Key Problems in
South Africa

United States

System Structure
& Governance:

• M
 iners can choose to apply to the federal Black Lung Disability Trust Fund (hereafter the
Black Lung Fund), to state compensation funds, or to both.
• The Black Lung Fund only accepts claims from miners; state compensation funds accept
claims from all workers.
• Black Lung Fund benefits tend to be more generous than state benefits. So, to the extent
that miners are treated unequally by the Black Lung Fund, they tend to be treated better.
• Double-dipping is not allowed. When miners obtain both Black Lung Fund and state benefits,
the Black Lung Fund benefits are decreased by the amount of the state award. Social Security
benefits are also reduced by the amount of any Black Lung Fund benefits received.

System Financing

• B
 enefits that do not come from state compensation funds are paid out by two sources:
(1) the Black Lung Fund (which covers cases where the responsible employer cannot be
determined or is insolvent); and (2) mines (or their insurers if they are not self-insured;
the last mine that employed a worker for at least one year cumulatively is usually deemed
responsible).
• Details about payouts made from the Black Lung Disability Trust Fund, created by
The Black Lung Benefits Revenue Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-227) are as follows:

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation
system in South Africa
for mineworkers is
underfunded. Levy
calculations are
consistently subject to
industry influence and are
not directly tied to expert
evaluations of how much
money is required to fund
the system sustainably
and equitably.

1	The fund is administered jointly by the Departments of Labor, Treasury, and Health and
Human Services.
2	The fund is financed by an excise tax on coal mined and sold in the United States.
In 2009, the fund received $644.9 million in coal-based tax revenues.
3	The sales-volume basis for employer contributions is generally seen as good insofar as
it minimizes employers’ ability to game the system. However, it does not create a safety
incentive like a dust-level levy would.
4	The fund is chronically underfunded; employer contributions do not cover
compensation payouts.
5	Fund deficits are covered by Treasury revenue. The Black Lung Fund is required to repay
these loans with interest.
6	The Department of Labor (DOL) has increased excise taxes. There is concern that tax
increases will negatively affect jobs.
7	The excise tax not only covers compensation, but also fund administration (judicial and
managerial).
• Details concerning payments from mines are as follows:
1	The law requires that mines buy insurance or self-insure. Mines breaking this regulation
are subject to a $1,100 fine each day they remain non-compliant.
2	Mines need government authorization to self-insure (75 out of about 2,000 mines are so
authorized).
3	Many experts agree that the common practice of making the last employer financially
responsible for occupational illness is illogical in the case of latent diseases. It may be
more likely that an earlier employer bears greater responsibility.
4	One potential problem identified is that workers’ compensation insurance provided
by mines is pooled with other forms of insurance they provide, so the feedback loop
between insurance costs and mine conditions is not readily apparent. If a mine’s
insurance premiums go up because it is being unsafe and its insurers are paying out
a lot of claims, it does not necessarily recognize that this is the cause of the premium
increase. Requiring differentiated workers’ compensation insurance is thought by some
to be better for safety.
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Key Problems in
South Africa

United States

Clinical Diagnosis:

• T he Black Lung Fund has its own medical experts in strategically placed regional locations.
Miners can choose any doctor on the program list. In 2009, there were 177 doctors at 111
facilities listed. According to the DOL, it is hard to find qualified doctors willing to testify
about diagnoses in compensation hearings, so they are hesitant to remove doctors from the
list. Program doctors receive special training and are free. If miners want to be treated by
their own doctors, they have to cover their own expenses.

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current
law, there is a 12-month
time limit after leaving
mine work within which
claimants must be
diagnosed with TB (in the
absence of silicosis) in
order to be eligible for
compensation, which
does not account for a
persistent risk of TB after
ceasing work.

Application:

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.
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• There are several stipulations and issues of note regarding medical evidence:
1	The amount of medical evidence both sides (miners and mines) may submit in support
of diagnoses is limited. (Limits can be exceeded if good cause is shown.) Diagnosis limits
were instituted to speed up the adjudication process. Previously, according to experts,
miners and mines would battle interminably by submitting conflicting medical evidence.
2	Mine employment of 15 years or more creates a rebuttal presumption that compensable
illness is caused by work.
3	Scarring of greater than 1 centimeter creates an irrebuttable presumption that the miner
is totally disabled due to illness.
4	The Black Lung Grants Program funds 15 non-profit clinics that provide specialized
diagnosis.
5	Judges have said DOL-appointed doctors frequently do not provide sufficient clarity/
specificity on the causal factors of disease and do not adequately explain their reasoning
in the reports they issue. (Mining company doctors provide much longer/more detailed
evidence.) DOL has responded by increasing training and releasing a training DVD.
6	The Government Accountability Office recommended that DOL solicit feedback from
doctors and clinics about how to revise diagnosis forms to facilitate legally persuasive
medical evidence.
7	The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) has mobile diagnosis
testing units that provide services in “hot spots.”
8	Mines are required by law to post notices alerting miners that they are entitled to medical
evaluations. However, the extent to which mines are actually meeting this requirement
is unclear.

• T he federal Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs assumed responsibility for processing
and paying out new claims for the Black Lung Fund in 1973. Even when mines (or their
insurers) pay out compensation, the worker applies to a district office, which submits a
claim to the employer on the miner’s behalf. The mine has to respond within 30 days as to
whether it will pay or contest. If the mine does not respond within 30 days, it cannot contest
on normal grounds. Non-response thus constitutes an acceptance of liability.
• There is an application time limit: A worker must apply within 3 years of a miner learning of
his condition.
• Inadequate work history documentation is generally not a barrier. Most claimants have taxrelated documentation.
• Distance is not usually problematic, since federal centers are strategically placed and travel
costs are covered (specifically, “reasonable costs” within 150 miles, which include meals and
lodging; this is subject to approval from the district office).
• When claimants live in remote locations, hearings are delayed until enough cases have been
filed to justify a judge travelling to the region. Sometimes just getting scheduled takes two
years. Trial via videoconference technology has been suggested.
• The Black Lung Fund has a benefits ID card.
• An eligibility conference is only held if both parties have representation.
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Key Problems in
South Africa

United States
• A
 miner’s attorney fees are paid for by the fund; the amount must be approved by a
government adjudication officer.
• There is an average of 201 days from the date of application receipt to final determination
(as of 2009). However, this is only for the first level review, or for claims that are not
appealed. DOL does not track how long claims remain in the entire process; oversight
studies have found 28 percent of claims remain in system for 3 years or more.
• About 87 percent of claims are denied at first level review (as of 2008), while roughly 50
percent at the appellate level are denied.
• Mine owners appeal pro-claimant decisions about 80 percent of the time. In contrast, denied
miners appeal about 15 percent of the time.
• If a worker’s claim is denied after all levels of appeal have been exhausted, he or she must
wait at least one year to reapply and must demonstrate that material circumstances have
changed in the new application.
• The Black Lung system is backlogged. Attempted solutions have included temporarily rehiring
retired administrative law judges to handle additional cases until the workload is under
control.
• If an award is contested, miners receive benefits during the interim of appeal. However,
miners who are appealing denied claims typically do not receive interim benefits. (DOL does
not recoup interim benefits
• Washington and Lee Law School has a legal clinic to help miners apply for compensation.3

Benefits:

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.

• B
 lack Lung benefits are paid out in pension form, on a monthly basis. See the table at the
end of this box for the 2013 schedule.
• Pension awards can be advanced as larger, one-time payments. This payment method,
known as “commutation,” is at the discretion of compensation officials and must only be
approved in circumstances where a one-time award is “in the interest of justice.”
• There are two benefits: wage replacement and medical care.
• Black Lung Fund benefits are primary; recipients must deplete their benefits before they
can claim compensation for the same condition under other programs, like Medicare.
• Black Lung benefits are not taxable.
• There has been a push to allow settlements (currently prohibited by statute) that would
permit a single partial benefit for partial disability. Proponents of this say it would increase
the number of miners who get awards and reduce adjudication times. Opponents say that,
since disease is progressive, settlements would cheat miners out of more money later.
Other U.S. compensation programs allow settlements.
Black Lung Payout Levels, 2013
• Primary beneficiary: $625.60/month
• Primary beneficiary and one dependent: $938.30/month
• Primary beneficiary and two dependents: $1,094.70/month
• Primary beneficiary and three or more dependents: $1,251.10/month
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United States

Accountability:

• D
 ust levels are regulated. Mines breaching regulated levels are subject to fines that go into
the fund.
• Mining companies test and report their own dust levels. Federal mine inspectors occasionally
inspect for excess dust. It is hard for a third party to check the accuracy of reported levels.
One cannot go undercover at a mine and assess levels on one’s own, as official access is
required.
• The recent, sharp rise in the incidence of disease suggests that companies are not complying
with dust level requirements.
• Mine managers found guilty of defrauding the system are imprisoned. It is a felony for an
operator to send the government dust samples he or she knows were taken improperly.
However, there have been no closed criminal cases involving this issue in the past decade.
Enforcement and accountability are on the decline.
• A mine president, treasurer, and/or secretary may be personally liable for paying
compensation if he runs a mine that claimed it was self-insured but turns out does not have
enough funds to pay out.
• If a mine loses its eligibility appeal, it needs to pay retroactive benefits.
• Some states in United States have “second injury funds” paid into by all employers. These are
used when an employer dodges paying.
• Many states award prizes to exemplary employers, including North Carolina (Department of
Labor’s Safety Awards) and Indiana (Governor’s Workplace Safety Awards).

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been
held fully accountable
for the compensation
system’s shortcomings
or for insufficiently
regulating mine conditions.
A Constitutional Court
decision has permitted
suits to be brought under
ODIMWA, and court
proceedings are ongoing
in much the same vein
as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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Australia (NSW)

System Structure
& Governance:

• W
 orkers compensation is run by the states, so there are multiple schemes across the country.
Some states have exclusive schemes for miners (Western Australia, for instance, which has
the most mines in the country), while others have programs for all workers.
• Research indicates that New South Wales (NSW) is considered to have the best system.
This portion of the matrix will thus deal with NSW.
• The NSW scheme is governed by the Dust Diseases Act of 1942, which replaced legislation
dedicated to silicosis. A Dust Diseases Board (DDB) stands apart from other workers’
compensation institutions; it oversees a fund that, with proper diagnosis and application,
may be dispensed to workers with occupational dust diseases, or to their dependents. The
board is comprised of both industry and employee representatives (three for each side).
• The 1942 act excludes coal workers. The head of medical services at DDB called this “an
accident of history,” based on the strength of the coal sector when the bill was passed and
the work of organized labor at the time. Coal workers are covered under a sector-specific
insurance scheme, run by Coal Services Ltd. There has been some industry-generated
discussion of eliminating this special structure. To date, however, this has not happened.
• There is an ongoing, if slow, effort to harmonize workers’ compensation across Australia.
A Senate inquiry in 2006 identified the DDB as the model to use in setting up “nationally
consistent identification, assessment and compensation mechanisms.”

System Financing

• T he dust diseases fund, as administered by the DDB, is comprised of levies paid by each
employer in NSW. The amount per employer is based on hazards (meaning, the risk of dust
disease claims) within an industry. Mining has higher premiums, as do construction and some
other industries.
• Independent actuaries calculate the levy amounts each year.
• The fund took in more money in 2011-2012 than it distributed to workers, indicating solvency.

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation system in
South Africa for mineworkers
is underfunded. Levy
calculations are consistently
subject to industry influence
and are not directly tied to
expert evaluations of how
much money is required to
fund the system sustainably
and equitably.

Clinical Diagnosis:

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current law,
there is a 12-month time
limit after leaving mine work
within which claimants
must be diagnosed with TB
(in the absence of silicosis)
in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does
not account for a persistent
risk of TB after ceasing work.
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• S ilicosis, silico-tuberculosis, asbestosis, and other forms of pneumoconiosis are
compensable.
• Individuals may approach the DDB for diagnosis. If a person cannot get to a DDB facility, the
board will make arrangements with a designated doctor, who will fill out a standard card to
return to the DDB. Workers may also have their own physicians who have already diagnosed
disease fill out DDB documentation; DDB cannot require extra diagnosis.
• The DDB also runs a mobile surveillance unit (called the “the lung bus”).
• Diagnosis is based on X-rays, lung function tests, and general medical examinations.
• Workers who have been diagnosed with compensable disease receive follow-up examinations
to monitor disease progress.
• A worker does not have to be in NSW to receive a diagnosis and begin a compensation
application. If multiple employers across multiple jurisdictions contributed to a worker’s
illness, steps may be taken to share liability and the burden of compensation.
• A recent provision within the coal industry (known as Order 41) requires pre-placement and
periodic health surveillance.
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Australia (NSW)

Application:

• A
 fter initial diagnosis, the DDB assigns an officer to a case and compiles an industrial history
for the patient, which includes information on where he has been employed, the processes
to which he has been exposed in which dust may have been encountered, and duration and
frequency of exposure. The DDB’s Medical Authority, a panel of three experts appointed by
government, industry, and workers’ representatives, then reviews the case to make a final,
formal diagnosis. This authority may require additional medical tests. The final diagnosis
approval by the Medical Authority, which includes an assessment of disability, is what
determines compensation benefits.
• The Medical Authority also takes claims from dependents of deceased workers. There
is a special claims form dependents must fill out, which includes information about the
deceased’s work and medical history.
• The Medical Authority reviewed 2,748 cases in 2011-2012. Of these, 1,270 were unsuccessful,
and 381 were deferred for more information.
• Workers are not entitled to legal representation in DDB processes. (See the Accountability
section for more information on how damages can be claimed with legal representation.)
• A noted barrier is that the onus is on workers to approach the DDB. They must seek diagnosis
and make a claim; there is no automatic or mandated process involving doctors or employers.
Moreover, DDB representatives have acknowledged that their work is not sufficiently known
or understood among workers and former workers. There is limited outreach done to promote
the DDB’s work. This is particularly an issue for migrant and former workers who currently
live outside NSW. Furthermore, if the DDB determines that compensation is due only in part
to work in NSW, the onus is on the worker to seek compensation in other states in order to
receive the full amount they are owed for their disability. There is no automatic mechanism
for communicating with other compensation authorities.

Benefits:

• If a DDB claim is successful, workers are entitled to weekly payments (for the employee and
dependents, if they exist) as well as coverage of medical and other reasonable expenses.
The weekly payment amounts vary according to disability, as determined by the Medical
Authority, with a minimum and maximum amount set twice each year (in October and April).
• Death benefits include a lump sum for dependent relatives (currently $311,050), weekly
payments to dependent spouses, and weekly payments to dependent children, all of which
are also adjusted twice each year.
• Funeral expenses have been set at $9,000 since 2004.
• As noted, compensated workers receive follow-up examinations over time to determine
disease progression and whether there is a need to adjust compensation levels.
• There are no age limits for workers receiving compensation.
• Officials at the DDB have explained that individuals already receiving old-age pensions
may not receive compensation on top of the pension amount. The compensation amount
is subtracted from the pension. However, compensation is still beneficial to applicants
already receiving a pension because of covered medical costs and benefits to dependents,
as detailed above.

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.
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Australia (NSW)

Accountability:

• In addition to the DDB, there is a Dust Diseases Tribunal, set up in 1989 to expedite claims of
damages for occupational disease. In NSW and across Australia, legal claims are common.
• There has been some discussion in recent years of merging the NSW tribunal with other
administrative commissions, but unions have been resistant to this idea.
• Positive incentives include the National Safety Awards of Excellence, given by an independent
nonprofit association.

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been
held fully accountable
for the compensation
system’s shortcomings
or for insufficiently
regulating mine conditions.
A Constitutional Court
decision has permitted
suits to be brought under
ODIMWA, and court
proceedings are ongoing
in much the same vein
as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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China

System Structure
& Governance:

• E mployers must pay work-related injury premiums, which combine to form injury insurance
pools. Miners partake of the same injury insurance pools as other employees.
• These pools, although mandated by national law, are governed at the local level. Thus, there
are multiple insurance pools across the country, each with slightly different characteristics
because of local policy. The China Labor Bulletin (CLB), which advocates workers’ rights, has
identified that variance in the composition and control of insurance pools across the country
is problematic, creating geographic and administrative barriers workers often struggle to
overcome. Moreover, not all employers bother to participate in an insurance plan.
• Pneumoconiosis among coal workers (Black Lung) is the most pressing disease problem,
affecting anywhere from 600,000+ people (according to official figures) to millions
(according to some NGO estimates).

System Financing

• P remium rates, which the government sets, are based on workplace salaries and industry
classification, with consideration given to health and safety risks.
• Whether there are sufficient funds depends on the locale, because there are multiple funds.
CLB has indicated that businesses are not contributing what they owe. Moreover, it is difficult
to say whether there are sufficient funds given how under-diagnosed people are (especially
those with Black Lung) and how corrupt the system proves during diagnosis and application.
• CLB has called for a stand-alone, occupational disease fund at the national level, comprised
of a “pro rata fee collected by the government from all enterprises in high-dust industries.”

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation system in
South Africa for mineworkers
is underfunded. Levy
calculations are consistently
subject to industry influence
and are not directly tied to
expert evaluations of how
much money is required to
fund the system sustainably
and equitably.

Clinical Diagnosis:

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current law,
there is a 12-month time
limit after leaving mine work
within which claimants
must be diagnosed with TB
(in the absence of silicosis)
in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does
not account for a persistent
risk of TB after ceasing work.
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• D
 iagnosis of compensable diseases like Black Lung and silicosis must be completed by a
government-authorized medical authority (hospital).
• CLB has identified multiple problems with this model. For instance, domestic migrant workers
who are diagnosed in their current place of residence but, as required by law, apply for
compensation in the location of their employment, often find that officials will not accept a
diagnosis from another jurisdiction. This leads to workers paying their own expenses for a new
diagnosis, delays in processing, and sometimes a complete cessation of the compensation
application.
• Because medical authorities frequently collude with government and industry, they
sometimes refuse to diagnose individuals. (This was outlawed in a recent amendment to
workers’ compensation law, but it still occurs in practice.)
• Local authorities sometimes create time limits on diagnosis that are particularly problematic
for former workers. In Guangdong province, for instance, workers must be diagnosed within
two years of leaving a job and then have one year to apply for compensation—a challenge for
workers whose diseases have a long latency period.

fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

China

Application:

• T he application process is overseen by local social security authorities, who determine the
work-relatedness of a disease and confirm the relationship between worker and employer.
If a claim is accepted, a worker’s disability is rated by a panel of health and sanitation
experts, selected by the government, on a scale of 1 (most severe) through 10 (least severe).
It is technically possible to receive a reassessment in case of disease progression.
• This system favors current workers, whose employers are required by law to submit a disease
claim to local work-related injury insurance authorities within 30 days of diagnosis. Employers
have no clear responsibility for former workers. CLB has documented cases in which
employers fire workers with early-stage disease in order to avoid compensation liability.
• Documentation of an employment relationship can be very hard to come by. Many mines are
small or illegal, without proper business licenses, and despite a recent law requiring that all
workers be given contracts, CLB estimates that “millions of migrant workers… still do not
have proper employment contracts.”
• Under the law, a decision on a claim (pre-disability assessment) is required within 60 days,
and within 15 days if there are clear facts in the case. A disability assessment must also be
completed within 60 days. Delays are very common.

Benefits:

• L evels of benefits depend on the worker’s assessed degree of disability (1-10). They are also
subject to local policy variation.
• Workers with grades 1-6 disability qualify for both a lump-sum payout and, in all cases for
those with grade 1-4 disability and sometimes for 5-6, a monthly pension. For instance,
workers with grade 6 (which CLB says encompasses most early-stage pneumoconiosis
patients) should, under national law, receive a lump sum worth 16 months of wages and a
pension of 60 percent of wages if a suitable position (i.e. one not causing more damage to
health) cannot be arranged. (See the bottom of this box for a full list of disability grades and
benefits. This is taken from national law, but there are variances at the local level.)
• Injury insurance funds should also cover medical, food, and travel costs associated with a
worker’s disease/treatment.
• If a worker dies, the funds should pay for funeral expenses, a monthly pension, and a lumpsum amount that is 20 times the average per-capita disposable income of urban residents in
the previous year.
• Again, the system favors current workers. CLB notes, “Even if workers who have left their jobs
manage to get a diagnosis… the disability benefits they are entitled to under the law cannot
be paid out as a matter of course because they are based on an existing labor relationship.”
The best a former worker with proper documentation can hope for is a lump-sum payment
based on his last wage.
• In cases in which an employment relationship cannot be established, workers may, under a
new provision, appeal to local authorities for help. However, there is no guarantee of success
and, in the words of a CLB representative, it is a “charitable handout” worth much less than
benefits mandated under the law.
• Workers who attain retirement age qualify for old-age pensions, not compensation. However,
if the retirement pension is lower than what the worker would have been receiving from
compensation, the injury insurance funds should make up the difference.

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.
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Benefit scale, under national law:
Grade
1*
2*
3*
4*
5**
6**
7
8
9
10

Lump Sum Payment
27 months of wages
25 months of wages
23 months of wages
21 months of wages
18 months of wages
16 months of wages
13 months of wages
11 months of wages
9 months of wages
7 months of wages

Monthly Pension
90 percent of wages
85 percent of wages
80 percent of wages
75 percent of wages
70 percent of wages if no suitable position can be arranged
60 percent of wages if no suitable position can be arranged
None
None
None
None

* Grades 1-4 mean an employee is no longer fit to work.
**Grades 5-6 mean a worker will remain employed, but may require a new placement

Accountability:

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been
held fully accountable
for the compensation
system’s shortcomings
or for insufficiently
regulating mine conditions.
A Constitutional Court
decision has permitted
suits to be brought under
ODIMWA, and court
proceedings are ongoing
in much the same vein
as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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• R
 ecent national amendments to compensation law place penalties on employers who fail to
participate in insurance and compensation programs. For instance, if an employer does not
purchase insurance, it is technically liable for all benefits. However, it is not clear that these
provisions are enforced.
• It is possible to sue employers, but this process is often unsuccessful and takes so much time
that involved workers often die.

fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

Germany

System Structure
& Governance:

• T he compensation scheme for occupational diseases is embedded in Germany’s broader
social security system. Occupational diseases and injuries are considered among many
causes of financial hardship; workers’ compensation insurance, therefore, is dealt with under
the umbrella of comprehensive social security. Like other branches of the social security
system, workers’ compensation insurance is mandatory.
• Miners are treated differently (which is to say better) under Germany’s old-age pension
system. Insured miners who are at least 60 years old (the qualifying age under the system is
usually 65) and who have at least 25 years of contributions from employment in permanent
underground work are entitled to old-age pension. (The qualifying age for miners is rising
between 2012 and 2029 to 62; it will increase to 67 for other workers.)
• Miners are also treated differently (which is to say better) under the disability system. There
are special rules for miners: Their ability to work is considered to be reduced if, as a result
of illness/disability, they are no longer able to carry out usual mining duties, unless engaged
in financially equivalent employment outside the mining sector. Additional income from
employment that is not equivalent in financial terms to previous employment does not affect
a pension. Upon reaching age 50, miners are entitled to pensions if they are no longer in
employment equivalent in financial terms to their employment as miners. They must also
have completed the 25-year qualifying period.

System Financing

• T he government workers’ compensation fund is administered as part of the general state
“insurance fund.” It operates as an organizationally and financially independent corporation
with state supervision. This structure removes administrative burdens from the state.
• The German Social Code requires the establishment of self-administered bodies for all
insurance funds.
• Governing members of the fund are elected by employers and employees.
• There are separate insurance funds for public and private jobs, and within the private sector,
there are further subdivisions by industry.
• Funded entirely by employer contributions. (Other social programs require contributions from
workers.)
• Employer contribution rates are calculated retrospectively, based on expenditures from prior
years. At the end of each fiscal year, the insurance fund allocates their actual expenditures
among member companies and determines premiums for the following year, adjusted based
on wages and salaries of workers, and the hazard class of the industry.
• Employer contributions vary by assessed degree of risk. The average contribution is 1.32
percent of payroll (as of 2006).
• The insurance fund is the only avenue for seeking compensation. Lawsuits directly against an
employer are precluded.
• The Federal Insurance Institute is responsible for supervision of federal insurance institutions.
• The Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Policy supervise the field of prevention.
• Managed by elected representatives of employers and the insured, accident insurance funds
(non-agricultural, agricultural, and public authorities) administer the program.

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation system in
South Africa for mineworkers
is underfunded. Levy
calculations are consistently
subject to industry influence
and are not directly tied to
expert evaluations of how
much money is required to
fund the system sustainably
and equitably.
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Clinical Diagnosis:

• W
 ork-related illnesses are either listed in the Work-Related Illnesses Ordinance (73 diseases)
or are those which medical knowledge shows are caused by work. Silicosis is on this list, as is
silicosis+TB (silicotuberculosis).
• Insurance coverage is only provided when illness can be causally linked to work-related
(insured) activity. (Presumably, non-work related illness is covered by the health insurance
branch of the social security system.)
• Pensions are only paid if a worker’s capacity is reduced by 20 percent or more.
• The worker has right to legal aid during the process determining whether disease is workrelated. The worker also has a right to appeal and call for a second expert opinion free of
charge.
• The worker is only allowed to work in mines when he or she has passed a medical
examination, undertaken at the employer’s expense.
• Required follow-up examinations (surveillance) ensure continued monitoring and early
diagnosis.
• The Government Insurance Institute assesses diagnosis, subject to confirmation by the labor
inspection authority.

Application:

• T here is no minimum qualifying period to apply for and receive benefits.
• Employees are immediately covered and eligible for compensation even without valid
employment contract.

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current law,
there is a 12-month time
limit after leaving mine work
within which claimants
must be diagnosed with TB
(in the absence of silicosis)
in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does
not account for a persistent
risk of TB after ceasing work.

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.
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• E ligibility standards do not explicitly mention migrants. The language used is universal, and
says “everyone” is covered. European Union (EU) regulations cover social security for migrant
workers. Regulation 1408/71 guarantees:
1 Equal treatment: Migrant workers must be afforded the same rights as nationals.
2	
Aggregation: When determining eligibility for benefits, time periods of residence,
employment, and insurance in all EU member countries are counted in the aggregate.
3 Prevention of overlapping benefits
4	
Exportability: Benefits should be payable throughout the EU. This covers migrant workers
and their families. Family benefits are paid based on rules of the state where an employee
works, but benefits are payable to family even if members reside in another member
country.
5 Administration: Within the insurance fund, there is a foreign liaison office (DVUA) tasked
with providing medical care for workers during their stay in a host country and ensuring
that regulations followed. Germany’s liaison office works with other liaison offices in
partner countries to administer benefits and provide all necessary information to the
insured, employers, and insurance funds.

fulfilling broken promises
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South Africa

Germany

Benefits:

• C
 ash benefits are provided in pension form. Benefits are comprehensive and include the
following: replacement wages; medical care; medical, occupational, and social rehabilitation;
appliances; and help with housework.
• If return to work is not possible after two years, the employee will be retired under the
statutory insurance scheme.
• Benefits are allocated as follows:
1	
Temporary Disability Benefits: These start after unemployment insurance payments stop
(usually 6 weeks). If recovery is not anticipated, there is a 78-week maximum on benefits.
Benefits are equal to 80 percent of an employee’s last gross wage.
2	
Permanent Disability Benefits: If a person has total disability, these are equal to twothirds of the previous year’s earnings.
3	
Severe Disability Supplement: This involves an additional 10 percent of the basic pension
paid if a worker’s assessed loss of earning capacity is 50 percent or more and the insured
is not working or receiving another pension; if the insured is unemployed, the pension is
further increased for a maximum of two years.
4 Survivor Benefits: These include a pension. For the first three months, this is equal to
two-thirds of the deceased’s last earnings. After three months, the survivor receives
either a “large widow(er) pension,” equal to 40 percent of the deceased’s last earnings
or a “small widow(er) pension,” equal to 30 percent. The large pension is available if the
widow(er) is aged 45 or older, disabled, or caring for at least one child. The small pension
is only available for 24 months. There is also an orphan’s pension, for an orphan who is
less than18 years old (27 if the orphan is a student or in training); it is 20 percent of the
deceased’s earnings; 30% full orphan. There are some other lump-sum survivor benefits
for situations where there are divorced/remarried spouses, and lump-sum grants when
someone doesn’t qualify for a survivor or orphan’s pension.

Accountability:

• T he Federal Mining Act and Federal General Mining Ordinance provides for the possibility of
financial guarantees to ensure the fulfillment of mining law obligations.
• The Federal Mining Act of 1980, Health and Safety Ordinance of 1995, and Federal General
Mining Ordinance of 1995 contain detailed provisions on risk assessment of mines and
mining activities, transposing relevant Individual EU Directives and ILO Convention No. 176
Concerning Safety and Health in Mines. Provisions comprise concrete orders and prohibitions
concerning deployment and the behavior of staff, as well as the utilization of equipment.
• Government supervision of the mining industry historically is separate from inspection of all
other industries. Occupational health legislation implementation is monitored and enforced
by two inspection services, comprising 3,500 state labor inspectors and 3,000 inspectors of
statutory accident insurance institutions. Inspectors have the right to call in the police if they
are hindered in their work.
• Any economic advantage gained by an employer in committing an offence is taken into
account in setting a fine.
• Employers are legally obliged to perform risk assessments. They must also contract
occupational health services or provide access to outside ones. Non-compliance is subject to
a fine. (Fines up to €25,000 can be imposed by state labor inspectorates and up to € 10,000
by inspectors of statutory accident insurance institutions. Severe cases of infringement may
result in criminal prosecution.)
• There is no set fine schedule. Fines are determined at inspectors’ discretion.
• Inspectors can raise a firm’s insurance premium when the firm’s performance is consistently
bad or getting worse.
• The German Occupational Safety and Health Prizes publicize efficient, innovative occupational
safety/health measures, and presents them to the public as good examples. They are
conferred on companies based on commitment to safety and health at work.

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been
held fully accountable
for the compensation
system’s shortcomings
or for insufficiently
regulating mine conditions.
A Constitutional Court
decision has permitted
suits to be brought under
ODIMWA, and court
proceedings are ongoing
in much the same vein
as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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System Structure
& Governance:

• T he two key pieces of legislation are the Employees’ Compensation Act (1923, amended over
time) and Employees’ State Insurance Act (ESI). However, the ESI Act (amended as recently as
2009) does not cover mineworkers.
• The 1923 act establishes the unilateral liability of an employer to compensate for injury and
accidents, which under the law includes some diseases. It is not a social insurance scheme.
This has been identified as one of the key weaknesses of the legislation and one of the reasons
it is not well-implemented.
• An employer is liable under the law if an injury, including disease, arises out of work, happens
in the course of employment, and results in disability.
• Occupational diseases are covered under Schedule III of the act. This includes silicosis and
silico-tuberculosis (for the latter, “provided that silicosis is an essential factor in causing the
resultant incapacity or death”).
• The act is administered at the state level by commissioners for workmen’s compensation,
who are appointed by the government. There is no requirement that claims be filed with the
commissioner; compensation may be sorted out independently between the employer and
employee.
• There are also state-level laws specific to the implementation of the act, which means that
processes, covered diseases, and other specifics vary across the country.
• Although technically mineworkers are covered, the Mine Labor Protection Campaign has
identified both a failure to register mines with the government and an often-concurrent
lack of employment documentation as huge barriers to holding employers liable for
compensation. Human Rights Watch has described the landscape of unregulated mining in
India as “chaos,” citing government data (which are likely underestimates) of 30 illegal mining
operations for every one legal operation in the country. In Rajasthan, only 3,706 of 30,000
mines are reportedly registered with the Department of Mines and vast numbers of workers
are “unorganized,” meaning they are not formally recognized/are working in the informal
sector. This includes many migrant workers. HRW has cited both poorly designed and poorly
implemented laws as central contributors to the regulatory crisis.

System Financing

• B
 ecause the ECA is a unilateral liability scheme, the onus is on the employer to pay
compensation. There are not premiums or pooled funds from which to draw.
• According to the Alternative Law Center, relatively few employers take out insurance policies
that might interact with their compensation obligations.

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation system in
South Africa for mineworkers
is underfunded. Levy
calculations are consistently
subject to industry influence
and are not directly tied to
expert evaluations of how
much money is required to
fund the system sustainably
and equitably.
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Clinical Diagnosis:

• I f an employee gives notice of a disease, the employer may, within three days, offer a free
medical examination to which the employee must submit him/herself. Employees must also
submit themselves for examinations if so requested by the commissioner. Failure to do so
means that employees waive their right to compensation. However, if an employee dies,
the commissioner may still dispense compensation to dependents if a claim is brought.
• The act does not elaborate further on required medical evidence.

Application:

• T he burden is on the employee to give notice to his employer of his disease, and the onus is
also on the worker to file a compensation claim with the commissioner, if this is necessary.
• In case of disease, a notice is sent to an employer or an individual who supervises work in
an establishment “as soon as practicable” after the disease is identified. The notice should
occur within two years of identification of disease or death and may be sent by mail or be
entered into a notice book kept on an employer’s premises.
• Disease identification occurs “on the first of the days during which the workman was
continuously absent from work in consequence of disablement caused by the disease.” If a
disease does not cause an employee to miss work, identification is based on the notice. If an
individual has already ceased working for the employer, identification is the “day on which
symptoms were first detected” and “within two years of the cessation of employment.” This
timeline does not account for disease with long latency among former workers.
• Anyone may report death to the commissioner, who may then send a notice to an employer.
• Claims to the commissioner should be dealt with in less than three months.
• It is possible to appeal the decisions of a commissioner in a high court.

Benefits:

• G
 rades of disability exist, based on the work being done at the time of injury: death,
permanent total (total loss of earning capacity), permanent partial (reduced capacity),
and temporary (reduced capacity for period of disability). A qualified medical practitioner
(meaning, someone who is registered as such in a state) assesses disablement grade.
• Both employees and dependents may receive benefits.
• Compensation is mostly available in lump sums, although half-monthly payments exist for
temporary disablement.
• There is no coverage of medical expenses.
• Compensation is calculated under a notional ceiling, which is currently 4,000 rupees per
month. This means that, even if an employee’s wages are 10,000 rupees per month, were he
to get a disease, compensation would be calculated on the basis of 4,000 rupees. The central
government can revise this notional ceiling number as it sees fit.
• If a worker’s wages cannot be clearly identified, his compensation is calculated on the basis of
the current minimum wage.

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current law,
there is a 12-month time
limit after leaving mine work
within which claimants
must be diagnosed with TB
(in the absence of silicosis)
in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does
not account for a persistent
risk of TB after ceasing work.

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.
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• In case of permanent total disablement, compensation is equal to 60 percent of monthly
wages multiplied by the “relative factor,” a number listed in Schedule IV of the act. Relevant
factors are intended to provide more money for younger people. Thus, the greatest relevant
factor is 228.54 for anyone under 16, and 99.37 for people over 65. People may receive
1.4 million rupees if the monthly wage multiplied by the relevant factor is less than this
amount. In case of permanent partial disablement, an individual is paid a percentage of the
compensation for permanent total disablement passed on percentage loss of capacity.
• In case of death, compensation is owed to dependents and is 50 percent of monthly wages
multiplied by the relevant factor, with a minimum of 1.2 million rupees. An employer may
offer an advance of three months’ wages to dependents, which is later subtracted by the
commissioner from the full compensation amount. The commissioner may also distribute
compensation among dependents.
• The commissioner may, at his discretion, invest, apply, or otherwise deal with compensation
“for the benefit” of a female dependent or one who has a legal disability.
• Compensation should be paid as soon as possible when it is due, with a delay of no more than
one month.

Accountability:

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been
held fully accountable
for the compensation
system’s shortcomings
or for insufficiently
regulating mine conditions.
A Constitutional Court
decision has permitted
suits to be brought under
ODIMWA, and court
proceedings are ongoing
in much the same vein
as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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• O
 n a micro level, the commissioner may impose interest and/or a penalty (not exceeding 50
percent of the compensation) on an employer that has not paid due compensation resulting
from a claim decision.
• There has been notable movement to hold employers and states accountable for
occupational lung disease over the past several years. In particular, the National Human
Rights Commission has been very active on the issue of uncompensated silicosis, thanks
to prompting by civil society via the Supreme Court. In a 2011 report, the NHRC described
silicosis as “a grave health concern and a human rights issue.”
• In 2006, the Supreme Court of India issued a Writ Petition in People’s Right and Research
Centre (PRASAR) & Others vs. Union of India & Others (filed in 2001 on the basis of a silicosis
survey conducted in Lalkuan, demanding remedy for the disease as well as compensation).
The petition called on the Ministries of Health and Labour & Employment to assist the NHRC
on action related to silicosis. It also asked the NHRC to “take up confirmed cases of persons
ailing from silicosis and recommend immediate medical relief to them through the State
authorities” and, in cases of death, to “facilitate provision of compensation to the families of
the deceased.”
• The NHRC sent teams of enquiry to Rajasthan, Gujarat, and Madhya Pradesh, which revealed
“umpteen numbers of cases in the country.” The commission also set up an expert group and
organized a national conference on silicosis. It found that authorities were “evading the issue”
by saying the workers were usually “unorganized” and thus could not fall under any state
insurance and/or compensation scheme. The NHRC has called this a violation of the right to
life and the right to live with dignity, and described the behavior of state governments toward
the issue as “callous.”
• In 2007, the NHRC recommended “a comprehensive legislation and an effective operation
mechanism to ensure the required care and rehabilitation of all affected persons and their
families as well as prevention of further cases.” The same year, it also made recommendations
for media campaigns about the issue, mapping silicosis cases, and constituting a national
working group or task force.
• A task force was created, and it has recommended that states take primary responsibility
for silicosis. The NCHR observed in 2008 that none of the states had a policy encompassing
prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation. It called on state governments to report what steps
they are taking to deal with the issue, describe their health systems’ capacity to deal with
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diagnosis silicosis, and consider whether it might want a board or dedicated fund to insure
affected workers.
• The national conference on silicosis, held in 2011, generated multiple recommendations,
including that all people affected by silicosis should be treated as existing beneath the
poverty line, states should initiate criminal proceedings against factory owners whose
workers have silicosis, all cases of silicosis should be considered 100 percent disability
(modeled on an order by the Gujarat High Court), and migrant workers should be given
identity cards that make it easier for doctors to obtain work, exposure, and health histories.
• Though the full impact of the NHRC’s work has yet to be realized, there has been some
reform movement at the state level. For instance, in August 2012, the Gujarat government
announced that it would set up an insurance scheme to compensate next of kin and/or heirs
of unorganized workers who died of 29 serious occupational diseases. It will particularly cover
those people whose relatives worked in mining, granite, or agate polishing industries.
• One of the downsides of using the NHRC, according to the NGO Mine Protection Labor
Campaign, has been the slowness of the process and the leeway granted to government
officials.
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System Structure
& Governance:

• M
 iners are not treated differently under the law. Nowhere in Canada are miners specifically
singled out for different treatment.
• There are 13 jurisdictions that create laws in Canada. Each province has a different system
or set of laws, though the overall structure as it pertains to workers’ compensation is similar
across provinces.
• In many provinces, there is specific legislation and case law dealing with diseases that are
largely encountered in miners, such as asbestosis, mesothelioma, and silicosis. In these
cases, miners (and other high-risk workers) are generally better off than other workers
in terms of their legal rights. For example, many provinces have legislation that creates
presumptions (some rebuttable and some not) that any asbestosis is related to work if a
worker worked somewhere with asbestos dust, such as a mine, for a certain number of years.
• In a few cases, the specificity of mining-related disease compensation laws make some
individual’s claims harder. For example, in British Columbia, asbestosis, pervasive pleural
thickening, or fibrosis over 5mm thick is required for compensation for mesothelioma.
• In all provinces with significant mining activity, mining-related lung disease has some special
legislation and/or case law with fairly specific disease definitions and rules for whether
a certain finding is compensable and for how long after employment the presumption of
work-relatedness holds. This system came about because of the dangerous nature of mine
work and relatively unique characteristics of occupational lung disease, particularly the long
latency period for many mining-related diseases.

System Financing

• C
 ompensation is funded entirely by employer contributions. This includes some selfemployed individuals who pay into the systems as well.
• There are effective penalties for employers who do not pay.
• The systems have been well-funded and there is currently no clear evidence they will run out
of money, though some compensation boards are starting to sound warning bells that they
may not be able to pay all claims in the future.
• Contribution levels are based on a mix of expert assessments of risk in an industry and on
past claims history, with certain provinces weighing one or the other more heavily. Quebec
moved in the 1990s to base its system largely on claims history. Since then, experts say
the system is far more adversarial, with an increase in employers contesting claims
(often vigorously using private investigators to try to undermine claims of disability).
• Contributions (“premiums” or “assessments”) are paid by businesses on a rate calculated per
$100 in a payroll.

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation system in
South Africa for mineworkers
is underfunded. Levy
calculations are consistently
subject to industry influence
and are not directly tied to
expert evaluations of how
much money is required to
fund the system sustainably
and equitably.
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fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

Canada

Clinical Diagnosis:

• T here are disparities in access to diagnosis in different provinces, prompting the creation of
some specialized clinics to assist in areas where they are needed.
• Claims are often started by individuals’ own physicians, or at least prompted by
diagnosis from a family practitioner (technically doctors are required to report suspected
occupational illness, but physician training to spot it can be highly variable).
• Provinces set up boards to ultimately decide on the correct diagnosis and attribution of
illness to employment. For example, in Quebec there is the Central Board for Respiratory
Disease, consisting of six specialists paid for by the government. The independent nature of
the boards’ members limit mining companies’ power, which is especially important because
of the inherent power imbalance between companies and their individual employees.
However, the boards tend to be slow to adopt new science.
• There are no time limits on when a disease must be formally diagnosed, although most
diseases (in some provinces, this even includes lung diseases with long latent periods)
need evidence that they appeared during a period of employment or immediately after
leaving a job in order to qualify for the presumption that they are work-related. Also,
many provinces do not allow for wage replacement after retirement age, thereby reducing
benefits for those diagnosed long after ending their employment (although such workers
still retain their normal pension payments).

Application:

• C
 laims processes are often fairly streamlined and accessible (easily navigated on the web,
with physician-required reporting, and clear mechanisms). Most workers have work history
documentation available and access to initial diagnosis and treatment through Canadian
health insurance.
• All provinces have worker advisors/advocates who assist workers in filing claims and following
up with the process, greatly leveling the playing field between employees and employers and
helping claimants successfully and quickly navigate compensation systems.
• Quebec is particularly good about easing the process of applying. In Quebec alone, the
opinion of the attending physician is binding (in matters regarding treatment) and requires
arbitration to overrule, which is done only rarely in practice. This is to the benefit of the
worker/claimant.
• Quebec (unlike other provinces) also requires employers to pay sick employees for the first
14 days after their claims are filed, and then their compensation fund takes over, usually
resulting in no break in salary. The fund repays the employers for those first 14 days of
compensation if a compensation claim is successful.
• Only a small percentage (1-2 percent) of claims go to an appeal process in most provinces.
In Quebec, however, a higher percentage of claim decisions are appealed. This is because
Quebec law is generally more open to interpretation (due to less precise definitions/policies)
and because employers have a greater incentive to fight adverse decisions because in Quebec
employers’ insurance premiums are more closely tied to claim history and experience rating
than in other provinces. Quebec also features a less effective worker advisor system, which
could lead to more claims being appealed.

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current law,
there is a 12-month time
limit after leaving mine work
within which claimants
must be diagnosed with TB
(in the absence of silicosis)
in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does
not account for a persistent
risk of TB after ceasing work.

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.
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fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

Canada

Benefits:

• B
 enefits are comprehensive, and include: replacement wages (replacing the loss of ability
to earn money, not lost money); medical care (complete coverage); rehabilitation expenses
(with some variability between provinces); survivor benefits; burial expenses; allowances for
special living arrangements (traveling companions, required special clothing, independent
living allowances, support animals, child care, court witness fees, and certain transportation,
lodging, and meal expenses); and special compensation for permanent impairment.
• Cash benefits are provided in pension and/or lump sum forms, depending on province and
disability level.
• If an employee cannot return to work after two years, they are retired under the statutory
insurance scheme and become eligible for other social benefits outside the compensation
funds.
• Benefits are allocated as follows:
1	
Temporary Disability Benefits: These.start immediately (except in Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island, and New Brunswick, which have 2-3 day waiting periods before benefits
begin) and are paid weekly. Depending on province, benefits are equal to 75-90 percent
of the employee’s previous weekly pay (or 100 percent for low-income individuals in some
provinces), subject to a minimum (in three provinces: Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec), and
maximum (every province).
2	
Permanent Disability Benefits: Other than Quebec, every province includes at least
some pension as well as a lump sum payment, for permanently disabled individuals.
These pensions are intended to offset the loss in earning potential. Many provinces do
include a lump sum option (at the worker’s choice) for at least highly disabled individuals
(Prince Edward Island, Alberta, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, and Labrador).
The precise pension calculation formula varies by province, but it often is based on 90
percent of the person’s previous income (scaled for partial disability), and it is sometimes
affected by a claimant’s age and the number of dependents they have. Most provinces
set minimum benefit levels, while all but Nova Scotia set maximum benefit levels. Some
provinces allow disabled employees to convert some or all of their pensions into a single
lump sum benefit. For example, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut allow for a lumpsum option instead of a pension for permanent disability of less than 10 percent, and
Nova Scotia requires part of the benefit to be paid as a lump sum for any worker with less
than 30 percent disability.
3 Severe Disability Supplement: There is an additional 10 percent of the basic pension
added to the total pension paid if a worker’s assessed loss of earning capacity is 50
percent or more and the insured is not working or receiving another pension; if the insured
is unemployed, the pension is further increased for a maximum of 2 years.
4	
Survivor Benefits: These are often a mix of lump sum and pension, both for spouses
and children. Pensions generally run at 65-85 percent of the deceased worker’s former
pension.

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.
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fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

Canada

Accountability:

• E mployers try to manipulate the system by vigorously attacking claims in places where the
experience rating is very important in determining their premiums.
• The governments of the provinces push for accountability by, for example, hiring people to
serve as patient advocates and lead workers through the system.
• No court cases or similar attempts to force industry/employers or the government to change
its approach are pending or reported; it seems many people are satisfied with the system.
• The laws contain very strong prohibitions against suing one’s own employer. Additionally, in
Quebec, in most cases, the law actively discourages lawsuits against other employers covered
by the scheme by limiting what plaintiffs can collect from any employer in damages. This has
the effect of limiting even medical malpractice suits.
• Positive incentives exist; awards are given out to Canada’s Safest Employers.

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been
held fully accountable
for the compensation
system’s shortcomings
or for insufficiently
regulating mine conditions.
A Constitutional Court
decision has permitted
suits to be brought under
ODIMWA, and court
proceedings are ongoing
in much the same vein
as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

Indonesia5

System Structure
& Governance:

• T here is no separate treatment from the worker’s perspective, but there are differences in
funding obligations for employers (see System Financing section below).
• To be covered, a disease must be listed in a presidential decree. Silicosis is the very first
disease listed, as well as “silicotuberculosis, of which the silicosis constitutes the main
causal, factor of inability or decease.”

System Financing

• T he total cost is funded by employer contributions, which vary as a percentage of monthly
payroll according to five classes of risk, ranging from 0.24 percent to 1.74 percent.

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation system in
South Africa for mineworkers
is underfunded. Levy
calculations are consistently
subject to industry influence
and are not directly tied to
expert evaluations of how
much money is required to
fund the system sustainably
and equitably.

Clinical Diagnosis:

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current law,
there is a 12-month time
limit after leaving mine work
within which claimants
must be diagnosed with TB
(in the absence of silicosis)
in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does
not account for a persistent
risk of TB after ceasing work.
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• D
 isease must arise within 3 years of termination of the employment relationship.
• Diagnosis is made by the “examining doctor,” which is a doctor who examined and treated
the employee, normally a company doctor. There is also the “Advisory Doctor” (see below).

fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

Indonesia

Application:

• T he employer is required to report disease to the relevant government agency no later than
two days after receiving a diagnosis from an examining doctor.
• This report should be accompanied by a copy of the member’s card, doctor’s notification,
and receipts of the costs of medical treatment and transportation. If the government
finds these documents insufficient, it notifies the employer no later than seven days after
receiving the report.
• The employee submits an application to a government administrator, attaching the
results of a doctor’s diagnosis, and the government then directly pays the benefits to the
employee.
• An advisory doctor is appointed by the designated minister and gives input on the amounts
of benefits awarded.

Benefits:

• B
 enefits are paid directly to the employee, while medical costs are borne by the employer in
advance and then reimbursed by the government, within one month of receiving the claim.
• For permanent disability, there is a pre-set monthly benefit for 24 months plus a lump sum
(for temporary disability, there are only monthly sums). The lump-sum amount is tied to the
employee’s last monthly earnings before the disability began and the degree of disability,
based on a medical examination by a doctor. But this must be assessed by the state
administrative agency.

Accountability:

N/A

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been held
fully accountable for the
compensation system’s
shortcomings or for
insufficiently regulating mine
conditions. A Constitutional
Court decision has
permitted suits to be
brought under ODIMWA,
and court proceedings are
ongoing in much the same
vein as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

Ghana

System Structure
& Governance:

• M
 iners are covered in the general workers’ compensation law (1987); however, occupational
health standards in mining are more up-to-date than in other sectors.
• Disease will be covered only if it is on the list of diseases specified by the health minister to
be occupational.

System Financing

• T here is no state-administered system.
• All cost is met by the employer through either (1) the direct provision of benefits or (2) the
payment of insurance premiums–employers insure against liability with private insurance
companies. One expert said this process is grossly underfunded, a reflection of the low
priority accorded to it by the government.

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation system in
South Africa for mineworkers
is underfunded. Levy
calculations are consistently
subject to industry influence
and are not directly tied to
expert evaluations of how
much money is required to
fund the system sustainably
and equitably.

Clinical Diagnosis:

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current law,
there is a 12-month time
limit after leaving mine work
within which claimants
must be diagnosed with TB
(in the absence of silicosis)
in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does
not account for a persistent
risk of TB after ceasing work.
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• D
 isease must be contracted and diagnosed within 12 months after the employee has ceased
to be employed by the employer from whom the compensation is claimed; if the incubation
period of the disease is more than 12 months, that technically should be considered.
• However, this is all irrelevant in practice, given the dire shortage of medical staff and the
general under-provision of medical services in the country. As of 2007, the whole country
had four doctors and one nurse specializing in occupational health.

fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

Ghana

Application:

• T here is a requirement to bring claims in court.
• Local experts say that the prosecution and court processes associated with compensation
cases are laborious and time-consuming for the meager amounts prescribed by law.

Benefits:

• If someone is deemed to have temporary disability, benefits may be paid periodically or as
a lump sum or a combination of these forms, depending on the estimated duration of the
disability. If a person is deemed to have total disability, there is a lump-sum of a maximum of
96 months of earning; amounts given under the maximum are proportionate to the assessed
degree of disability. Plus there is a constant-attendance supplement (25 percent of the total
disability benefit) if the insured requires the constant attendance of others to perform daily
functions.
• However, again, this is largely irrelevant in practice.

Accountability:

N/A

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been held
fully accountable for the
compensation system’s
shortcomings or for
insufficiently regulating mine
conditions. A Constitutional
Court decision has
permitted suits to be
brought under ODIMWA,
and court proceedings are
ongoing in much the same
vein as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

United Kingdom

System Structure
& Governance:

• A
 ll workers are covered by the general workers’ compensation system.
• Additionally, miners have access to supplemental benefits for pneumoconiosis. “Prescribed”
miners’ diseases include silicosis but not tuberculosis.

System Financing

• T he country has a state-run system; the general ability to contract out of this system to a
private insurer is not applicable to occupational health claims. Common law tort cases are
also permitted.
• State system is funded through the following channels:
1 	Employees’ contributions, on a progressive basis—meaning 9.95 percent of weekly
earnings from £146 to £817 plus 1 percent of earnings over £817 (as of April 2012).
2 	Employers’ contributions, which involves 11.9 percent of employee earnings over £144 a
week (as of April 2012); contributions do not depend on industry
3 	Government funds, which involves approximately 14 percent of the cost of cash benefits
and 85 percent of medical care costs, although these estimates are somewhat outdated.

Mineworkers with
occupational lung disease
are treated separately
and unequally under
compensation law
(ODIMWA), in comparison
to other workers.

The compensation system in
South Africa for mineworkers
is underfunded. Levy
calculations are consistently
subject to industry influence
and are not directly tied to
expert evaluations of how
much money is required to
fund the system sustainably
and equitably.

Clinical Diagnosis:

Mineworkers have difficulty
getting diagnosed because
of inadequate access to
medical personnel and
facilities. In the current law,
there is a 12-month time
limit after leaving mine work
within which claimants
must be diagnosed with TB
(in the absence of silicosis)
in order to be eligible for
compensation, which does
not account for a persistent
risk of TB after ceasing work.
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• T he historical trend seems to be toward increasing the share of funding that comes from the
first two sources.

Under the law, a claimant must undergo a medical exam by one or possibly two experienced
doctors, specially trained in these types of matters. Patients who can travel are informed
when and where to go, and they can claim out-of-pocket expenses. If they are not fit to travel
alone, either someone can travel with them or they can request an exam at home.

fulfilling broken promises

Key Problems in
South Africa

United Kingdom

Application:

• T here is a detailed form to be filled in and sent to a regional Industrial Injuries Disablement
Benefit Centre. Then, the examining doctor must send a report and opinion to the
designated decision-maker, who can also take into account other evidence.
• There is a right of appeal.

Benefits:

There are 2 benefits:

Challenges in the
process of filing claims
include a lack of
required employment
documentation, distance
from the centralized
authority that must certify
diagnosis and approve
compensation, and a
paperwork backlog within
that authority that can lead
to delays of four or more
years.

Compensation awards—
when made—are low
and are only available in
lump sums. There is only
one chance for receiving
increased benefits for a
disease’s progression, and
levels do not accurately
reflect degree of
impairment.

Accountability:

Neither the South African
government nor mining
companies have been held
fully accountable for the
compensation system’s
shortcomings or for
insufficiently regulating mine
conditions. A Constitutional
Court decision has
permitted suits to be
brought under ODIMWA,
and court proceedings are
ongoing in much the same
vein as previous, successful
suits regarding asbestos
compensation. At the
time of writing this report,
however, the proceedings’
potential impact is unclear.
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1	In-kind medical care is provided directly (no expense reimbursement) through the National
Health Service, which covers both occupational and non-occupational health on the same
terms; there is no limit on duration of care.
2	Cash compensation for work-related disease is in addition to (not reduced by) generous,
non-occupational-health-related statutory sick pay and a sickness benefit. It is paid as a
weekly pension after a waiting period of 90 days. Benefit amounts are pre-set, in proportion
to the level of liability (assessed by a medical advisor); they are not related to prior earnings
and are paid even if an employee returns to work. Compensation also provides for a constant
attendance allowance.

• T he alternative tort remedy under common law is very widely used, and the private
insurance industry is actively involved, especially since the passage of a 1969 law
mandating compulsory employers’ liability insurance.
• Private liability insurers are such a central part of the system that in the United Kingdom
that they are allowed to bring tort actions against the employer-policyholder for breaches
of duties to avoid accidents and handle claims properly.

fulfilling broken promises
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